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POLICIES & STANDARDS 

Cataloging Policies 
  
Standards  
Geisel Library is a member of the OCLC community, and as such, has agreed to follow the  
standards provided by the MARC 21 format , the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR2, rev.),  
and OCLC procedures and practices. Geisel Library assigns a  Library of Congress Classification  
number and at least one Library of Congress Subject Heading  to most of its library materials,  
and therefore, we follow these conventions as well. However, some procedures that the staff  
follows are dictated by the needs of the college and Geisel Library, and are described below.     
 
The cataloging staff create bibliographic records for other libraries' use in OCLC, and must  
conform to national standards.  (See Cataloging Resources.)   
    
Original Cataloging 
Geisel Library's original cataloging will meet or exceed the minimal standard for each format  
(books, audiovisuals, sound records, electronic resources, etc.), including authority controlled  
access points. For material not covered by specific standards, catalogers determine which  
record elements to include in an original bibliographic record. However, catalogers are expected  
to weigh potential usefulness of an element against the time and effort required to provide it. 
 
Copy Cataloging 
"Copy" cataloging involves using/editing a bibliographic record already in the OCLC database.  
A usable record is one that has LC subject headings and a valid LC call number. The policy  
for editing usable records from the OCLC database is to keep editing of descriptive elements to  
a minimum and to avoid purely cosmetic changes.  
 
Minimal-level records may be updated and enhanced, with additional access points, notes, and  
other valuable information added. Incorrect data should be corrected before the bibliographic  
record is downloaded into the Geisel Library online catalog. 
  
For pre-AACR2 records, choice of main entry and use of access points may need editing, and  
accordingly, the cutter changed.  (Editors are not not to be considered main entries under AACR2,  
for example).  LC call numbers may need to be checked against our own catalog as well as in  
Classification Web. 
 
In addition, copy cataloging includes verifying all controlled headings (names, subjects, and 
controlled titles) against our own authority file and the OCLC authority file. 
 

Classification 
 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/lcco.html
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/


Geisel Library uses the Library of Congress Classification for most library materials.  
Exceptions are: 

• Government documents (SuDoc number) 
• Anselm articles (accession number) 
• Compact discs (accession number) 
• CD-ROMs  (accession number)  
 

Certain other areas of the collection may be treated according to local practice within LC 
Classification.  They are: 

• Canon law 
• Musical scores (LC Class M) and biographies 
• PZ Fiction 
• Videos & DVDs 
• Z1200 Bibliographies 

For additional information on these, view the sections on handling those specific 
materials. 
 
The Library of Congress Cutter table is used to complete each classification number. 
Generally, if the work has a uniform title in a foreign language, the cutter should be 
based on the uniform title.  There are exceptions to this rule.   
 

Authority Control 
  
The goal of authority control is to maintain a bibliographic database that is error-free, up-to-date,  
and user-friendly. Its purpose is to enable the patrons to locate all related materials during a  
search—by author, subject, or series. This is achieved by maintaining headings that are accurate  
and consistent. 
Authority control involves the subject, name, and title (both uniform titles and series titles) 
headings in bibliographic records and authority records, and all files need to be updated, 
corrected, and monitored.  
  
1. Each personal author has a distinct form of his/her name and it is applied to all of his/her  
    works consistently. 
2. Institutions, corporate bodies, and geographic locations also have distinct forms of names    
    and these names are applied consistently. 
3. Subjects are accurate and consistent, and the structure of the heading and subdivisions  
    follow LC rules. 
4. Series statements have approved forms and are to be used consistently. 
5. All authority headings are to be kept up-to-date and in agreement with LC/OCLC practice  
    and standards. 
6. Authority records are imported from OCLC when they are needed to provide cross-
references and alternate headings/forms of names.  For additional information, see 
Special Cataloging Issues: Authority Control; The Headings Reports generated by III 
or The Library of Congress Weekly List of Subject Headings 

 
 

Subject Headings 
 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/


Library of Congress Subject Headings are to be used.  New local headings are to be 
formulated as closely as possible to LC practice.  Authority records are to be created for 
these.  
 
Special Departmental Projects 
 
Before beginning a new project, it must be thoroughly discussed by all library 
departments who may be effected by it, not just Cataloging.  For example, a 
reclassification project may impact the departmental liaison who deals with the subject 
area slated for reclass; it will definitely effect the Circulation staff who may need to do 
considerable shifting to accommodate the books in their new location. 
 

Reclassification 
  
Policy:  The Cataloging section will reclass materials that meet the reclass criteria. 
  
Criteria to be considered for reclassification projects: 
  1. Number of library items involved (because of shelving and staff issues). 
  2. If subject will be split by a new call number, which makes browsing of  materials 
     impossible. 
  3. Not re-classing  makes the arrangement on the shelves unintelligible (for example,  
     when dates are inserted within the class number). 
  4. Subject's importance to the Saint Anselm College community and library (such as   
     Canon Law and other theological works). 
  5. Items classed separately require re-cataloging as a serial and are classed together. 
  
Coordinate with the Head of Circulation before beginning a reclassification project,  
particularly if numerous volumes are involved, so that the shelving adjustments can be  
planned and space be made available. 
  
Some materials are not available for re-labeling (Clericate, Archives);  change the  
classification number on the bibliographic record, but insert the "old" call number  
in the item record, in the 090 field.  This way,  both call numbers are displayable  
and searchable. 
  
When an item is charged out, request that the Circulation staff place a hold on it  
for you, and add a note in the item record concerning the reason for the hold, and  
what the new call number is to be. 
  
When an item is NOS (not on shelf), change the item status to "m" (missing).  Circulation  
staff will search for the material at specified times.  Add a note in the item record with  
your name and the new class number, date, and other information that may be helpful.  
   

 
 
 

BASIC CATALOGING PROCEDURES 

Geisel Library uses the Millennium integrated library system from Innovative Interfaces, 
Inc., also known as III (Triple i).  Millennium is a Web-based product, with many word 
processing-type capabilities that the earlier III product lacked.  The cataloging module is 
called MilCat for short. 



 
Copy cataloging is done for most new library materials. Bibliographic records are 
imported by Acquisitions.  Our holdings are added to the OCLC record at this time. A 
printout is put in each item, which is then placed on a book truck.  Each shelf of a book 
truck is labeled with a list showing the progress of those items through technical 
services.  Each cataloger initials the appropriate line in pencil as (s)he completes that 
task.  Because of this, it is important that items not be moved from shelf to shelf as they 
are cataloged and processed. 
 
Book trucks are kept in the storage closet when they are not being worked on.  The 
storage closet is locked at night.  It can be opened with the master key.  The bookcases 
in the closet contain gift items from various sources.  Their treatment may vary 
according to the source of the gift. 
 
Copy Cataloging 

 
1. The acquisitions slip 
 First, look at the printout in the item. 
  Does the OCLC record appear to be correct for the item in hand? 
  Check:  Author – must match (OCLC 1XX field will reflect the LC 
    authority record and may differ somewhat from the 
    author’s name as it appears on the title page) 
   Title – (245 field) must be exactly as it appears on the title 
    page 
   Edition – (250 field) if present, must match 
   Publisher – (260 field) place, name of publisher, and date 
    must all match  
   ISBN – (020 field) for books, must match 
    Other media use different publication number fields: 
    028 for recordings and published music 
    024 for UPCs and ISMNs 
    022 for ISSN, used for continuing resources 
   Physical description – (300 field) pagination, presence or  
    absence of illustrations, size (in cm.)  
    Pagination must match within reason.  Another 
    cataloger may have not seen a last page, or may 
    accidentally reverse digits in the number of pages. 
    If the OCLC record lists illustrations and your book 
    has none, do not use the record.  However, if the 
    reverse is true, the original cataloger may simply not 
    have included that information in the record and if 
    everything else matches, you may use it. 
    Size must match within 3 cm. 
 If any of this information is incorrect on the printout, you will have to try to 
  locate a better record in OCLC.  That record will then need to be  
  imported and simultaneously to overlay the incorrect record. 



  See Importing Records 
 
  Take note of any special acquisitions information at the bottom of the 
   printout.  Is there a donor name? Is it designated for the New  
   Book shelf or Reserve or for a special library location such as  
   Ref? Is the item RUSH or NOTIFY or intended for a special  
   collection? You will need this information later. 
 
2. In MilCat, do a BROWSE search on the call number up to |b as it appears on the 
 printout (050 or 090 field). 
 When the Browse list appears, check to make certain that the call number falls 
 in the correct order alphabetically compared to the other authors and or titles in 

the list. (You will need to highlight the surrounding call numbers so that MilCat 
can display each author and title at the top of the Browse screen) The Library 
of Congress cutter numbers should insure that this happens correctly, but if we 
have needed to insert a local call number at some point, it may throw off the LC 
sequence. Also, make certain that the other titles bearing the same LC number 
appear to be on the same topic.  It is permissible to disagree with the Library of 
Congress!   

 
3. Click on the line showing the correct call number and bring up the summary record. 
 Click the EDIT button at the top of the screen.  This displays the entire 
 bibliographic record. 
 Go to the EDIT pull-down menu and click on UPDATE CAT. DATE.  
  This is a critical step – don’t forget! 
 Go to the bottom of the screen to the 945 field. You will see initials there. Add a  
  subfield b (|b) and put your initials after it. 
 
4. Edit the record as necessary.  If the call number needs fixing, check Classification 

Web for a correct number, and the LC Cutter Table for cuttering. 
 If the record is less than full level cataloging (I or blank in the MARC leader), 
 complete the cataloging as needed.  For CIP (Cataloging in Publication,  
 Encoding Level 8) records, the 300 field is incomplete and the 263 field should 
 be deleted. 
 Note to professional catalogers: if you are cataloging a book that has a less- 
  than-full level of cataloging, complete the cataloging to full level but do 
  not change the encoding level. If the record is enhanced in OCLC, we 
  will receive a Bibliographic Notification Report on it.  At that point we 
  can compare our improvements to the enhancing library's and upgrade 
  the record's encoding level. 
  Some non-DLC records should be enhanced in OCLC as well (we get 
  credit for this). See Replacing OCLC records.  
  This is optional for copy catalogers, and may be done only after 
  approval of the head of cataloging.  
   
 To view the MARC leader or the 008 field in full, right click on the line and then 

http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/cutr0001.htm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/quality/default.shtm#CIAIGHAI


 click EXPAND FIELD.  When you’re finished viewing the field, right click again 
 and then click COLLAPSE FIELD. 
 
5. Verify headings: This MilCat function will tell you if your authority-controlled fields 

 match previously used fields in the Geisel catalog. 
  Under TOOLS at the top of the screen, click on VERIFY HEADINGS. 
  You will see codes appear next to the fields which are authority 
  controlled. 
  “N” means it is new to our authority file. 
  Names:  If you’ve used an incorrect form of a name that is already in  
  our file as a cross reference, you will see the code “4”. Change the  
  name to the correct form. If the “N” code appears, check OCLC 
  Authorities to get the approved form of the name. 
 Series: To determine if we have previously traced this series, change a 490 0 
  to a 440 field (first indicator blank, second indicator for non-filing 
  characters).  If it already is a 440, you won't have to change it.  If the 
  series is a 490 1, the verification will appear opposite the  
  corresponding 8XX field. 
  Verify the field.  If it appears in our authority file, bring up the  
  authority record and check it for instructions on how to treat this series.  
  If it comes up as new, check the OCLC authority file to see if it should 
  be traced. If the series name appears in the OCLC authority file,   
  import the record. If the series name in the authority is exactly as it  
  appears on the item, leave (or change, if necessary) the field tag as  
  440. If the authority record differs, change the field to 490 1 and add  
  an 8XX field with the correct form of the series name.  If the OCLC    
                         record has identical 490 1 and 8XX fields, change the 490 1 to a  
  440 and delete the 8XX.  Some older series names are now put in  
  quotes in 500 notes.  Follow the instructions in the authority record. 
 
6. Notes fields. There are many types of notes that can appear in the bibliographic 
 record.  According to AACR2, they should appear in the record in the same 
 order as they appear in AACR2.  Note that this is different than the numerical 
 order of MARC fields.  Also, different media have different orders of notes.  A 
 few rules do apply regardless of medium.  The last notes fields should be:   

520 Summary  
504        Bibliography note  
505 Contents 
followed by any note that applies only to Geisel Library, such as: 
501  “with” note 
533/539 reproduction note 
561    Ownership and custodial history (Provenance) 
590 Local notes 
This is not an exhaustive list. 
 
505 0  Contents notes are to be added for the following materials: 



 Anthologies 
 Collected works 
 Faculty works or works they have contributed to 
 Special requests from Reference 
 For any book that you judge would benefit from adding a 505, 
  balanced against the time spent doing it. 
 Records that have 856 links to LC TOC records (unless the TOC is 
  unusually long) 
 
 Use correct AACR2 punctuation. 

 
7. 856 fields. These are provided to give access to additional information at LC and 

 other sources about the item.  They may or may not be useful to our users. The 
 information is more useful if it can be pasted into our record, so that it can be 
 keyword-searched. This is not always possible without extensive editing. 

 The types of 856 and their treatment are: 
  
 Sample text  DELETE 
 Table of Contents VIEW. Paste into 505 field if possible without 
    massive editing. Be aware of proper 505 
    punctuation/capitalization rules when deciding this. 
    If the TOC is extremely long, leave the 856 in and 
    change the |3 to |z Detailed table of contents 
 Publisher’s Description VIEW. May be pasted into 520 field if it contains  
    useful information and it’s possible to add 
    without massive editing. Either edit out or don’t  

   use Pub. Desc.’s with a lot of judgmental text, such 
   as “indispensable,” “brilliant work,” etc. In other  
   words, delete unuseful or unsuitable Pub. Desc.    
   856s. 
Biographical Information VIEW. Almost always deleted as unnecessary. 
Book reviews  VIEW. Almost always deleted. 
Links to publ. websites VIEW.  Delete if a login is required. Delete if site is  
   purely for commercial (as opposed to informative) 
   purposes. 

 
8. Save the record. 
9. Click on SUMMARY at the top of the screen 
10.  Click on VIEW ALL, and then on ITEM 
11.  Click on ATTACH NEW ITEM 
12.  Click on OK at the bottom of the New Item screen 
13.  Fill in the boxes as needed in the item record.  This is where you enter donor 

information from the acquisitions slip. The system guides you through the fields 
that may need to be changed. To see the possible codes for each field, right click 
on it and then select EDIT FIELD 

      Special locations may require different codes for these fields. See 



 LOCATION CODES CHART  
 Copy number (sequential within Geisel, separate sequences outside) 
 ICode 1   
 ICode 2 use to indicate that an item is a gift. May also be used to suppress an 

item 
 IType for within location GEN only, variation in Circulation Status 
 Location  may differ from the location code in the bib. depending on hierarchies  
 Status Circulation status 
 Barcode 
 Volume vol. for volume, no. for number, etc. 
 Prefix (Ref, Rare, etc.) 
 Donor (See Donor list for correct form of name) 
 
14. Save the item record 
15. Place the barcode on the back cover of the book, lower right corner if possible. Do 

 not obscure important information, including the ISBN. 
16. Write the call number in pencil on the verso of the title page, upper left corner or  
 as close to it as possible. 
17. Date stamp the lower left corner of the verso. 
18. If no student help is available, stamp the top and bottom edges of the book with  
 GEISEL LIBRARY.  If the book is too thin, the processing table has a narrower  
 stamp.  
19. Reserve, Rush and Notify books are given to Kathy Rose. 

New Books should keep their book jackets, and be given to Kathy Rose.  
These are the procedures for general collection circulating books.  Special instructions 
follow for different collections, locations, and media. 
 

Importing Records 
 
Whether you are using OCLC to do copy cataloging or original cataloging, it is 
 necessary to import the record into our database. 
When copy cataloging, most catalogers find it easiest to do any necessary editing in  
 OCLC.  Follow the steps in Copy Cataloging to ensure that you're using the 
 correct record.  Check the call number in the same manner as well.   
Add 945 field with your initials. 
Add a 949  1 field that will automatically create an item record.   
  
 Subfields for 949 ^1   Item Record Creation  
 
$a, $b  item level call number (not used) 
$c free text vol./pt. info 
$d, $e repeatable vol./pt. info (not used) 
$g copy # (not necessary for c.1) 
$i barcode # 
$j  donor 
$k call number post-stamp (not used) 

http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/donorlist.html


$l location 
$m message (creates pop-up for circulation staff) 
$n  note 
$p price (not used) 
$q icode 1 (not used) 
$r icode 2 (g = title gift, $ =money gift) 
$s status (creates OPAC note on circ. status) 
$t item type (circ. type for gen. coll. only) 
$u  item message 
$x call number prefix 
 
These correspond to the item record fields in No. 13 of Copy Cataloging. 
 
 
Example: 
949     1 $c v.2 $g 2 $j Doe, John $i L999999 $l gen $r g $s -  
 This would be v.2 c.2, a gift from John Doe going into the General 
 Collection, circulating, bc# L999999 
 
 
To overlay a record in our system, add a 949 field (no indicators) 
 
949     *recs=b;ov=.b9999999;   (fill in the bib no. of the incorrect record from our  
 system) 
 
It is helpful to create Constant Data programs in OCLC that will create these fields for 
you automatically. 
 
 
CATALOGING FOR DIFFERENT MATERIAL TYPES AND/OR COLLECTIONS 
 
Abbey 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status  Prefixes 
  Abbey   Abbey     c  ABBEY  
 
The monastery keeps a small collection of books, principally theological.  Once these 
are cataloged and labeled, they are not generally available for re-cataloging or other 
library tasks.  If there is an additional copy in Geisel, make the Abbey copy c.2 
Abbey materials are barcoded, tattle-taped (bugged), and stamped with Geisel Library. 
OCLC holdings are added for Abbey titles. 
This collection was formerly known as the Clericate collection. 
 
 
Anselm Collection 
 Bib location code Item location codes Status         Prefixes 
   Anslm   anslm      o         Anselm 



                  ansov      o         AnselmOv  
 
Anselm Articles   rewritten for Milcat 

  
There are two pre-designed templates for Anselm Articles—one is for journal articles and  
the other is for book chapters.  
  
To locate these two templates in III, search local call number for Anselm Articles: 
  
Search:   m anselm article Book Article Template     or, 
Search:   m anselm article Journal Article Template 
  
NOTE:  note the last assigned accession number and use the next consecutive one for the new 
article. 
  
Click on either the journal article template or the book chapter template.  Make a copy to use for  
cataloging by going to the EDIT pull-down menu and selecting COPY RECORD. 
  
Example of template: 
 
LANG ???  CAT DATE 04-04-2004  BCODE3 n SUPPRESSION 
SKIP 0  BIB LVL a MONO COMP PT COUNTRY ??? 
LOCATION anslm Anselm Collection MAT TYPE a PRINTED MATL 
MARC Leader #####naa  22#####4a 4500 
y 008     030825s9999    ???           000 0 ??? d 
c 099     Anselm Article BOOK ARTICLE TEMPLATE 
a 100 1   AUTHOR: LAST, FIRST (omit end period) 
t 245 1 0 ARTICLE TITLE :|bSUBTITLE /|c(only include by, etc. if 
     found on article) FIRSTNAME LASTNAME 
r 300     p. XX-XX ;|c28 cm 
n 500     Detached from: Title / Author. Ed. City : Publisher, date. 
d 600 0 0 Anselm,|cSaint, Archbishop of Canterbury,|d1033-1109 
d 690     Anselm article 
b 700 1   ADDT'L AUTHOR: LAST, FIRST (ctrl+D to delete) 
b 700 1   ADDT'L AUTHOR: LAST, FIRST (ctrl+D to delete) 
y 945   XXX 
  
To catalog the article or book chapter, fill in the fields as instructed: 
  
Start with the “fixed fields” at the top of the record and fill in: 
LANG with language code  
COUNTRY with country code (make it xx if unknown). (See language and country codes) 
SKIP same as non-filing indicator (2nd indicator) from 245 field. 
  
To update the 008 field, right click anywhere on top of the field, then select EXPAND FIELD.  
In the date field, replace 9999 with the date of the publication; input the country and language 
codes in their spots (the language and country codes should be the same as in the field above). 
 
To edit the rest of the template, Delete all ??? and [bracketed information] or instructional 
information as you catalog the item. 
  
099 field: Assign the next accession number 
100 1 field: Type author’s name: Lastname, Firstname Middle name, etc.  Use the form of the 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries


  name as it appears in the library’s online catalog or LC Authorities—do not input  
  final period. 
245 10** field: Type title as it appears on item.  Add diacritics (Use TOOLS pull-down menu, Select 
  CHARACTER MAP; Code Map MARC 8 Plus for most European diacritics). At  
  end of title, input /|c and author’s name as it appears on item; omit the /c and    
  name if it is not on item. 
300 field: Replace XX-XX with actual page numbers. Omit size 
500 field: Input journal or book information as indicated. 
600 00 field: Leave as is. 
690 field: Leave as is. 
700 1 field: Delete (ctrl+D) if not used.                     
  
Remove subfields not used. 
Add 1 or 2 additional subject headings if they will help a user to locate the article. 
Add 520 3 Abstract:   If one is present on the article, or if the introductory paragraph is easily 
 used as such. 
Create item record using the codes listed above. (Prefix is not needed for Anselm Articles because 
it would be redundant) 
  

Archives 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status  Prefixes 
  arch   arch      b  Archives  
  libar   libar      o  LibArch  
  
 Geisel Library catalogs materials for two archival collections. The College 
Archives is housed in the Monastery and thus is not accessible to women.  The Library 
Archives is a smaller collection that largely duplicates what is in the College Archives. It 
is presently held in locked cabinets at the end of the compact shelving on the lower 
level.  Books containing material written by College faculty, yearbooks, and other 
College publications are kept in the College Archives, with extra copies kept in the 
Library Archives. 
 
Items going into the Archives should be given to the Archivist after processing.  Library 
Archives items that duplicate College Archives materials should be made copy 2. 
Also, the archivist would like all book jackets saved and given to him for his files. 
 
Any faculty publication being cataloged for the Archives (and/or any Geisel collection) is 
to be given the following subject heading: 
610 20  Saint Anselm College (Manchester, N.H.) $x Faculty $v Written works 
for entire works, including articles with a larger work) 
In addition to that we can have: 
$v Edited works 
$v Scholarly contributions (for prefaces, afterwords, and minor contributions to a larger work) 
$v Pictorial works 
$v Pictorial contributions 
$v Musical compositions 
 
Etc. 
 
For non-faculty,  we would substitute wording as needed for the $x Faculty, such as 



$x Alumni and alumnae 
$x Students 
$x Staff 
 
 
 
 
CD-ROMs 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status  Prefixes 
  permres    permres     o             see below 
  
 CD-ROMs that are not Government Documents are kept behind the Circulation 
Desk.  For Music CDs see Krantz Music Collection. CD-ROMs are not classified.  Their 
call numbers consist of "PermRes CD" and an accession number. The "PermRes" is put 
into the call number field, not the item prefix field. Many of them originally accompanied 
books in the general or reference collections. THIS PROCEDURE IS UNDER REVIEW 
 

Examples of CD-ROMs: 
•Textual continuing resources - but in electronic form   
•Textual  continuing resources with search software 
•Textual documents 
•Still images 
•Cartographic materials 
•Census data in textual form 
•Databases containing manipulable numeric data 
•Computer operating systems 
•Computer software 
•Computer games/multimedia 
 
Each of these is represented in the guidelines listed above.  Please note: rules from  
LC and Marc 21 and OCLC vary slightly. LC and Marc 21 leave it up to cataloger discretion  
to determine whether or not to add an 006 coding for electronic resources not coded "m" for  
computer file. OCLC makes this requirement mandatory. 
 

Clericate see Abbey 
  
 
Curriculum Materials 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status  Prefixes 
             curr   curr      -  Curr 
 
This is a small (under 2000 vol.) collection of teaching materials housed near the 
elevator on the lower level. 
 
Departmental Libraries 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status  Prefixes 
  biovi   biovi      b 
  humvi   humvi      h 
 



The Humanities office and the Biology Department office own videos and DVDs that 
support their specific academic programs; these materials are located in their respective 
offices. They do not circulate outside of the department offices or the college campus, 
and are not available for Interlibrary Loan. 
   
Cataloging the materials for these locations has several significant procedural 
differences from Geisel Library cataloging. Because these materials do not circulate, we 
will not attach the SAC holdings to the OCLC records (unless Geisel owns a copy as 
well).   
When cataloging on OCLC, skip the attach holdings step, but otherwise export the 
record as usual, changing only the location code in the 949 field: 
Humanities location code:  humvi 
Biology location code: biovi 
   
The classification numbers for these materials are put in the 099 field: 
Humanities classification number:  St. A's community use only 
Biology classification number:  Bio. Dept. use only 
   
In the item records, change the record status: 
Humanities status code: h (phone x 7720) 
Biology status code:  b  (Non-lending) 
 
Biology videos cannot be viewed in the dept. and are only lent to other faculty with 
special departmental permission. 
Humanities does have viewing facilities. 
   
We do not have to label, bug, barcode, etc., these materials and they are to be returned 
to their respective offices as soon as possible. 
  
These items are searchable in the Geisel catalog, but will be maintained, circulated, 
shelved, processed, etc., by the offices. At least once a year (preferably in the summer), 
a member of the cataloging staff should contact each office for information concerning 
new acquisitions. 
 
 
Government Documents 
 Bib location codes    BCode 3    Item location codes    Status Prefixes 
  govt     g  govt   -       (SuDocs #s) 
  gvfch     g  no items   (label GovFiche) 
  gvflm     g  no items     (label GovFilm) 
  nhdoc     k               nhdoc                - NH Doc  
 
St. Anselm College is a depository for New Hampshire state documents and a partial 
depository for federal documents.  We select and receive approximately 21 % of 
available federal documents.  Federal documents are usually classified with SuDoc 
numbers (Superintendent of Documentation).  Occasionally one may be selected to be 



classed in the general collection.  State documents are classified in LC.  For additional 
information on the numbering of federal documents, see the Federal Depository Library 
Classification Manual 
   
Checking in Federal Documents 

 
St. Anselm College is Depository #0359 
 
Geisel selects titles to be received on a list supplied by the GPO. 
Gov Docs staff receive shipments of Gov Docs:  checks shipping list, marks items  
received, date stamps list and items. He/she checks Geisel-specific Item Number List  
for processing information, and checks shipping list item numbers with profile to  
ascertain if we received all items in our profile. If item not received, claiming  
is done electronically via FDLP Desktop. 
 
1. All lists are sent by GPO even if we didn’t select anything on them. We check 
 our selection list against the GPO list to be certain that everything we selected is  
 included and that nothing is included that we did not select. 
 Lists pertaining to item(s) are shipped under the items in the box. 
 On the top of each list is a code P or S.  P=paper;  S= Separate box 
 Those with “S” may need to be saved in the back room until the right shipping list 
  comes. 
 Use a pencil & ruler to cross off each item on the list when rec’d. 
Create a Gov. Docs. Number label and put it on the upper left corner of the publication. 
Stamp with the date stamp on the cover unless it is too shiny (then on the inside) 
If the item is going into Ref or Periodicals or General, put the GovDocs number 
 inside on the upper left. Stamp with the date stamp on the same page. 

Tattletape. 
 If it is part of a series, add the item in III. (see #2 below) 
 If it is a periodical, needs to be checked in. (see #2 below) 
Catalog as needed (OCLC, etc.) (see below) 
Claims must be filed if the title is on our list & not on the shipping list.  Some are not  
 claimable; if a title is missing from a shipment, there are no rainchecks (% is 
 code) 
There is a GovDocs listserv where people trade extras, called the Needs and Offers list. 
 Government documents may not be discarded; they must be offered to another 
 depository. 
GovDocs are published in all formats and must be cataloged accordingly. 
  
2. Materials are processed by type/location: 

•Serials for Periodicals are checked in - arranged by title. 
•Serials for Gov Docs are assigned item record - arranged by SuDoc number. 
•Serials/Monographic series volumes for General/Reference collections are checked  
in and assigned item records, assigned LC call numbers, and sent to Reference, etc.   
•Monographs for Gov Docs are cataloged by downloading OCLC record into III (see 
below), assigned Sudoc number, labeled, barcoded, and stamped. 

http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fdlp/pubs/classman/index.html
http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fdlp/pubs/classman/index.html


 
3. Other processing guidelines: 
   a. Government-issued CD-ROMs will be shelved with other govdocs 
   b. When feasible all government documents are to be coded Bcode3=g 
   c. Govdoc serials will not be checked-in, item records to be created 
   d. All cataloged items will be barcoded (except microform and websites) 
   e. Paper items / online access to be kept on single record (when possible), with 
 information about online access added in 856, 5XX note, and 866. Use paper 
 copy record and add 856 
   f. ANTS and Black Book—all changes in the FDLP item numbers, additional item 
 numbers added, change in publication format, etc., are noted in the 
 Administrative Notes Technical Supplement (ANTS), and these are noted in the 
 GovDoc "Black Book"—kept up-to-date on the M Drive in Excel files and  
 printed out as needed. 

 
Cataloging Federal Documents 
  
1. Search OCLC to locate the appropriate bibliographic record for the item in hand. 
2. Check the bibliographic record to be certain that it is describing the same item that  
 you are cataloging:  
     • Format (paper, microfiche, electronic resources, etc.) 
     • Title, date of publication, pagination, size 
     • Sudoc number and Item number 
     • Corporate body or personal author 
3. Prefer records that have DLC or GPO in the 040 field 
4. Attach holdings by clicking the yellow up arrow—Held by SAC 
5. Modify the record as follows: 
     • Delete any call number fields:  050, 090 unless the Collections Librarian has  
 designated it for  the general collection 
     • Change the tag 086 to 099  
     • Save the bib record to the local save file (Action) for review by a cataloger, if  
 necessary. 
6. Add your initials in a 945 field and the location codes in the 949 (use Macro for  
     Gov Docs) and click on the green arrow to download. 
     • 945 initials 
     • 949 *recs=b;bn=govt;b3=g;  
     • If overlaying an existing record in III, add ov=.b________; 
7. Go to MilCat to check record, add a barcode to item, and add item record to bib  
 record: 
     • Barcode 
     • Loc=govt 
     • Status=- 
     • Volume (as needed) 
8. All items shelved in Gov Docs will have barcodes and item records, except for 
 microfiche and some ephemeral items.  Gov Docs are not to be checked-in as 
 a serial  unless they are shelved in Periodicals. 
9. Type the SuDoc number on a label and process item as instructed. Gov Doc staff  



 does physical processing of all items, including labeling, bugging, stamping,  
 barcoding, as appropriate. 
 Shelve item. 
10. Additional processing guidelines 
   a. Government-issued CD-ROMs will be shelved with other govdocs 
   b. When feasible all government documents are to be coded Bcode3=g 
   c. Govdoc serials will not be checked-in, item records to be created 
   d. All cataloged items will be barcoded (except microform and websites) 
   e. Paper items / online access to be kept on single record (when possible), with 
 information about online access added in 856, 5XX note, and 866. Use paper 
 copy record and add 856 
   f. ANTS and Black Book—all changes in the FDLP item numbers, additional item 
 numbers added, change in publication format, etc., are noted in the 
 Administrative Notes Technical Supplement (ANTS), and these are noted in the 
 GovDoc "Black Book"—kept up-to-date on the M Drive in Excel files and  
 printed out as needed. 
 
11. Locations and codes 
 Paper items: 
 Location = Govt 
    086 becomes 099, Bcode3=g, 866 added (if serial), status = - 
 Location = Periodicals 
    086 becomes 986 (no call number), Bcode3=g, status = o 
 Location = General, Reference, etc. 
    086 becomes 986, add LC call number to 050/090,   Bcode=g (when feasible)                         
                   
 Online items: 
 Location = web 
 086 becomes 986 (no call number), Bcode3=g, status = l 
   
 Microform: 
 Location = gvfch/gvflm 
    086 becomes 099, status = o  (no barcode)  

 
 
New Hampshire State Documents 
  
Geisel Library is a New Hampshire State Depository Library, which means that we are  
designated to receive state publications as established in RSA 202-B:1 and defined  
by RSA 202-B:3:1. 
  
Retention 
As a State Depository Library, Geisel Library will follow the guidelines set out in  
Section LIB 502 of the New Hampshire State Library's Administrative Rules. These are  
suggested guidelines and not rules, and therefore do not have the force of law. 
  
LIB 502.02: "Each State Depository Library shall keep all state publications for a  
minimum of five years, except as specified below.  After that time, a State Depository  



Library may discard a state publication." There are no restrictions on how to discard  
a title. 
  
Exceptions to the five year rule include: 
•State publications that have been superseded by a new edition may be discarded upon  
receipt of new edition. 
•State publications that have an expiration date may be discarded after the expiration  
date. 
•State publications that are ephemeral material may be discarded after one year. 
•Proclamations of the Governor, legislative bills, daily House and Senate calendars  
and journals may be discarded after two years. 
•Newsletters may be discarded after one year. 
  
Selection 
Geisel Library will keep all NH state publications as guided by LIB 502, but will determine,  
title by title, which materials are to be cataloged and added to the collection. 
  
Criteria for adding state publications to the library collection are based primarily on the  
needs of the academic community and secondarily on the local non-college community. Materials  
may be displayed for public use without being added to the Geisel Library database. The  
Collections Development librarian will make these decisions and selections will be entered  
into the database as brief, suppressed local records. 
  
Cataloging 
All NH state publications that are to be added to the collection will be cataloged on OCLC,  
following AACR2, MARC 21, Library of Congress classification schedules, and Library of Congress  
subject headings.  
  
Most of these publications are shelved in the New Hampshire Documents area of the library,  
are coded with location = nhdoc, with a Bcode3=k. These publications circulate to Saint  
Anselm College students, faculty, and staff, and to others via Interlibrary Loan. 
   
Some selected titles are housed in the Periodicals, Reference, Curriculum, and General  
collections, and are circulated according to the guidelines for each specific location.  
Whenever possible, all of these bibliographic records will contain a Bcode3=k to  
differentiate state documents from the rest of the materials in the library.  
  
Processing  
NH state publications are received weekly from the New Hampshire State Library, with a  
monthly shipping list. The publications are kept together until the monthly shipping list  
is received. At that point, the publications are checked off the list and routed to the  
appropriate locations for processing: 
  
1. Periodicals are checked in by the Periodicals department. 
2. Reference, Curriculum, and General collection materials are cataloged and processed  
by Technical Services. 
3. NH government documents are cataloged and processed by the Government  
Documents staff. 
  
Any items that are not received may be claimed from the New Hampshire State Library,  
except for the titles marked as unavailable. 
 
New Hampshire state documents are stamped, bugged, and given a call number label  



and an item record and barcode (with a few exceptions). 
  
The materials which are not to be cataloged are either arranged in pamphlet boxes by  
agency name or topic for easy viewing by the public, or are stored in the Government  
Documents office for the required retention period. 
 

Indexes 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
       ref            index       o             Sticker 
       llind            llind       o          Sticker  
 
Indexes are found in Reference on the shelves near and behind the Reference Desk. 
Older indexes have been moved downstairs and their location code changed to reflect 
that location.  These indexes are not classified.  They are shelved alphabetically, with a 
sticker on the spine that reads either Index Area or Lower Level Index Area.  The call 
number field is 099, with Index Area in the call number. 
 
Keefe Papers 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
        keefe   keefe       o  [099] K 
 
Displays in the OPAC as Keefe Papers, Anselm Room. 
These are the papers of Donald J. Keefe, a Jesuit priest who is prominent in the fields 
of Catholic philosophy and theology. He has close ties with the Anselm Institute and 
with the theology department at the College. His papers are kept in Princeton files in the 
Anselm Room.  
   
Krantz Music Collection 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
       krntz            krntz                    - none, special 
         class. 
 
Compact discs (recorded sound) are housed on the lower level on shelves near the 
oversized books.  Older CDs are being reclassified according to a custom LC-like 
schedule (see Geisel-Bates Classification for Sound Recordings).  Those not yet 
reclassified are presently kept in drawers behind the periodical desk. CD-ROMs are not 
included in the Krantz Collection.  For more information, see CD-ROMs  
CDs should be tattle-taped and the booklet date-stamped by Acquisitions before 
cataloging. 
When cataloging, write the accession number on the surface of the disc (actually, on the 
tattle-tape cover) using a Lumocolor permanent marker.  The booklet should also be 
stamped with Geisel Library.  
See processing instructions 
 
Maps 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
      Maps          maps       -                   Maps 



 
Displays in the OPAC as Maps, Lower Level. They are kept in drawers in map cabinets. 
 

Helpful Online References: 
Interpreting Rand (Date) Codes 
MAGERT  
Scale Calculator 
Finding the Scale of Aerial Photographs 
USGS mapping information 
LC's Map Cataloging Manual 
 
Cataloging maps is very much like anything else, however there are some fields that  
do not usually occur in other formats and it is helpful to be aware of them. These  
instructions assume basic cataloging knowledge and give guidance on maps specifically.  
 
Entered:  19790822   Replaced:  19991103   Used:  20010319  
Type: e   Elvl: I   Srce: d   Relf: bg   Ctrl:   Lang: eng  
Blvl: m   Form:   GPub: f   SpFm:   Mrec:   Ctry: dcu  
CrTp: a   Indx: 0   Proj: bh   DtSt: s   Dates: 1979,  
Desc:  
 
Fixed Fields to Check or Add:  
Type: Should be e, for map, or f, Manuscript cartographic material.  
Relf: If there are any indicators of relief, they need to be coded here. This field needs  
to match one of the notes, so whatever codes are entered here (in alphabetical order)  
need to be spelled out.  In the example above, the codes b and g are spelled out in the  
second 500 field "Relief shown by spot heights and shading."  (For a full list of codes,  
see OCLC.) 
CrTp: Type of Cartographic Material. Most often, the code will be a (single map), b (map  
series -- map series is a number of related but physically separate and bibliographically  
distinct cartographic units intended by the producers or issuing bodies to form a single group),  
or c (map serial). (for a full list of codes, see OCLC.) 
GPub: Often, maps are government publications, so it's good to check this. (For a full  
list of codes, see OCLC.) 
Proj: If there is any statement of projection on the map, this needs to be coded into  
this field. This projection must also be spelled out in  255 |b -- see example above. Projection  
is usually stated on the map's key.  If no projection is stated, leave this information blank.  
The most commonly used projections are: 
bh - transverse Mercator cylindrical,  
br - Robinson cylindrical,  
be - Miller cylindrical,  
bd - Mercator cylindrical, and  
cc - Lambert's conic.  
(For a full list of codes, see OCLC.) 
 
MARC Fields to Check or Add: 
007: If there isn't one already, enter a 007 for maps.  If one already exists, double  
check it against the map itself and against the 300 field to make sure it's correct. For  
specific codes, see OCLC.) 
034: (Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data—you may need to supply this information  
from the map itself.) This field is used for scale, constant ratios, coordinates, declinations,  
and so forth.  Mostly commonly, you will enter scale and coordinates here. In subfield a,  
use one of the following three codes:  

http://www.roadmaps.org/date-rm.htm
http://www.sunysb.edu/libmap/elecpubs.htm
http://oregonstate.edu/%7Ereeset/html/scale.html
http://oregonstate.edu/%7Ereeset/html/aerial.html
http://mapping.usgs.gov/
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/map0001.htm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/relf.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/crtp.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/gpub.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/proj.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/007map.shtm


a Linear scale (most common),  
b Angular scale (used for celestial charts),  
z Other (e.g., time scale, quantitative statistical scale).   
Subfield b is for scale - enter this number without commas, subfields d,e,f,g are  
for coordinates covered by the map in this format HDDDMMSS (hemisphere, degrees, minutes,  
seconds).  Supply leading zeros where needed. This information must match 255 |a (scale)  
and |c(coordinates)—see example above.  
(For the full list of codes, OCLC.) 
 
Important Fields:  
143 
145 
152 
255 
650, with |maps 
 

 
Microforms 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
      micro       micro                   o 
 
Displays in the OPAC as Microforms (Lower lvl).  There are no item records for 
microforms.  Microforms are stored in drawers on the lower level. 
Since microforms are usually reproductions of a print original, you may need to refer to 
the instructions for reprints and reproductions 
 
Music 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
              ov        ov                -         Oversize 

 
Music is shelved in Oversize.  Any score smaller than 20 cm. and any miniature score 
smaller than 24 cm. is put on the special mini-score shelf.  The call number is given a 
suffix of MINI. 
Cataloging music requires some knowledge of the subject.  Music cataloger Mickey 
Koth at Yale University has created excellent guides on the subject. (see below) 
We are now using the Yale cuttering system for composers.  This allows us to 
consistently use the same cutter for a composer's name for every work, regardless of 
form.  
 http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/cuttera.htm 
These will also be used for biographies (ongoing project).  
 
Some online resources from Music Cataloging at Yale: 
Information on scores and sound recordings  
Uniform titles http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/musicat.htm#uniformtitles 
Title and Statement of Responsibility Area (245 field) 
Edition Statement Area (250 field) 
Musical Presentation Statement Area (254 field) 
Publication, Distribution, Etc. Area (260 field) 
Physical Description Area (300 field) 

http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/034.shtm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/cuttera.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/chief.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/title.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/edstate.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/muspres.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/publdist.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/physdesc.htm


Note area (500 field) for scores 
Note area (500 field) for sound recordings  
Contents Notes for Music  
 
The first step in music cataloging is to identify the format of the music you are 
cataloging (type of score or part). This is needed for both in the fixed field and in the 300 
field, and may even effect the classification. 
Music also makes heavy use of uniform titles. The Yale site is very useful, as well as 
Indiana University, which has a brief tutorial on the subject. 
http://library.music.indiana.edu/collections/uniform/uniform.html  
 
Some definitions:  
Score = "a series of staves on which all the different instrumental and/or vocal parts of 
 a musical work are written, one under the other in vertical alignment, so that 
 the parts may be read simultaneously." (AACR2) 
 Fixed field FMus = a  
 300 field   1 score (x p.)    
    
 If the music is a solo, (one performer), the music is NOT considered to be a 
 score. 
 Fixed field FMus = z 
 300 field   X p. of music 
 This would also be used for songbooks where only the melody line is given. 
 
 If the music is 1 part, that is, a single instrument's music for a piece that is 
 performed by many instruments, it is also not a score. 
 Fixed field FMus = z 
 300 field    1 part (x p.)  
 
Miniature score = "A musical score not primarily intended for performance use, with 
 the notation and/or text reduced in size." (AACR2)  Sometimes called study 
 scores. 
 Fixed field FMus = b  
 300 field   1 miniature score (x p.) 
 
Vocal score = "A score showing all vocal parts, with accompaniment, if any, arranged  
 for keyboard instrument." (AACR2). Note the italicized word "arranged." If the  
 music was originally composed for voice(s) and keyboard, it is not  a vocal  
 score.  The accompaniment must have been changed (arranged) from its 
 original instrumentation for the term vocal score to apply. 
 Fixed field FMus = c 
 300 field     1 vocal score (x p.) 
 
 Therefore, a song with a vocal line and a piano part is a score, not a vocal 
 score.  An opera with the orchestral parts reduced for piano is a vocal score. 
 

http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/notescor.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/noterec.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/contents.htm


The three categories above are by far the most common.  Other more unusual types or 
score are: 
 
Condensed score = "A musical score giving only the principal musical parts on a 
 minimum number of staves, and generally organized by instrumental sections."  
 (AACR2)  This type of score is common with band music.  It is different from a 
 piano score (see below) because it is not intended to be played on a piano or  
 other keyboard instrument. 
 Fixed field FMus = e 
 300 field     1 condensed score (x p.) 
 
Piano score = "A reduction of an orchestral score to a version for piano, on two 
 staves." (AACR2) This is also confusing because sometimes orchestral scores 
 are arranged for piano performance on two staves and they aren't considered 
 piano scores. The difference is that you will see instrument names printed 
 above or below the music in various places.  This is a score that is not intended 
 to be performed as a solo piano piece.  It is intended to substitute for a full 
 score in a rehearsal setting, like practicing a musical production with just piano 
 accompaniment instead of the full orchestra. 
 Fixed field FMus = e 
 300 field     1 piano score (x p.) 
 
Chorus score = "A score of a vocal work showing only the chorus parts, with 
 accompaniment, if any, arranged for keyboard instrument." (AACR2) This is  
 confusing when compared with vocal score.  The difference is that only chorus 
 parts are given and no solo vocal parts. These are found primarily for large  
 vocal/choral works like operas, musicals, or oratorios. 
 If accompanied,  
 Fixed field FMus = c 
 If not accompanied 
 Fixed field FMus = d 
 300 field     1 chorus score (x p.) 
 
Close score = "A musical score giving all the parts on a minimum number of staves,  
 normally two, as with hymns."  (AACR2)  
 Fixed field FMus = g 
 300 field     1 close score (x p.) 
  
Short score = "A sketch made by a composer for an ensemble work, with the main 
 features of the composition set out on a few staves." (AACR2)  Rarely seen. 
 More common with manuscripts and sketches. 
 Fixed field  FMus = z 
 300 field     1 short score (x p.) 
 
Scores: mattype = c, DO NOT use a gmd.  
 



The correct identification of piano scores, vocal scores, and full scores also effects 
classification numbers in music. 
The definitions given in AACR2 do not precisely correspond with those given in MARC 
Formats.  The above are the results of practical experience. 
 

 
New England Collection 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  ne   ne       o          NewEng  
 
This is a special collection of approximately 2,000 volumes of New England town 
histories, housed in the Poisson Room (upper level, rare book area).  Materials are 
handled as Rare Books 
 
 
New Hampshire Institute of Politics (NHIOP) 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  nhiop   nhip0     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5000 
  nhiop   nhip3     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5003 
  nhiop   nhip4     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5004 
  nhiop   nhip6     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5006 
  nhiop   nhip7     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5007 
  nhiop   nhmap     p       NHIOP^^Rm^5006 
 
 

The New Hampshire Institute of Politics (NHIOP) owns materials that support its specific  
academic programs, and these materials are located in various rooms. All NHIOP materials 
are assigned location code "NHIOP" in the bib record; item records are assigned codes  
for individual rooms: nhip3, nhip4, nhip6, nhip7, nhmap, and nhip0. It is an offsite non-
circulating collection. 
 
Cataloging materials for NHIOP is different from cataloging Geisel materials in two instances.  
First,  NHIOP materials do not circulate and are not available for Interlibrary Loan.  
Therefore, when cataloging on OCLC, do not add the SAC holdings to materials that are owned 
only by NHIOP only. Materials that are owned by Geisel and  NHIOP will have the SAC  
holdings attached in OCLC. Do not increment copy numbers if also held by Geisel.  
  
The second exception to cataloging NHIOP materials is with the local cataloging of their 
videos and other “locally” created materials. We will not add records for these materials  
into OCLC and will key records directly into III. 
  
In the item record, add a prefix, "NHIOP__Rm 5006" (and be sure there are two spaces  
in between NHIOP and Rm, so that the label will print properly). Note that NHMAPS are  
located in Rm 5006. 
  
Item status should be "p" (CALL: 222-4195). Write in call number on verso and print out  
a call number label for the NHIOP materials; note that NHIOP items are not barcoded  
or bugged. 



  
For NHIOP periodicals, it gets a little more complicated: 
Held at Geisel but no longer received: change location to multi and add a second  
holdings statement to the bib record.  
Held at Geisel but still active: change location to multi and add a second holdings  
statement to the check-in record.  
NOT held at Geisel, active OR inactive: export a bib record for the title in question,  
but make a holdings statement in the bib record—DO NOT use a check-in record.  
  
Periodically, you will need to generate lists of what NHIOP owns in each room. Send these lists to 
the NHIOP library technician so he/she can distribute them to faculty. NHIOP items will show up in 
Geisel's catalog, but will be maintained, circulated, etc., by the Institute.  

                   
 
Office Collections 
 
There are a number of office collection locations, each with its location code, display, 
and prefix.  All are Library Use Only (Item Status o) 

 Code Display    Prefix 
 acq Acquisitions area   AcqArea 
 admin Library Administration Office Admn.Ofc 
 bilib Bib. Instr. Office   BibInstrOfc 
 cat Cataloging area   CatArea 
 cdlib Collection Dev. Office  CollDevOfc 
 circ Circulation Office   CircOfc 
 gvofc Government Documents Office GovDocOfc 
 ilofc Interlibrary Loan Office  ILLOfc 
 librn Librarian's Office   LibrnOff 
 pdofc Periodicals Office  PeriodOfc 
 presr Preservation Staff Area  Preserv.Area 
 rflib Head of Reference Office  RefOfc 
 tslib Tech. Services Office  TechSerOfc 
 
 

Oversize Materials 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  ov              ov      -          Oversize 
  ostan              ostan      -          OvBkStand  
  anslm              ansov      o          AnselmOv 
  rarov              rarov      o           RareOv  

 
Any book over 30 cm. is designated as oversize.  The location code is ov and displays 
as "Oversize (Lower Level).  The prefix to the call number is "Oversize."  There is also a 
location of Oversize Book Stand = ostan (prefix OvBkStand) for books over 40 cm.  It is 
kept on the 2nd floor near the N's. 
In Special Collections, there are 2 areas of oversize books, Anselm Oversize and Rare 
Oversize, both of which are shelved in the Anselm Room.    
 



 
Periodicals 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  per   per       o not classed.  
        Stickers  
  news   news       o   
 
Periodicals (including newspapers) are part of what AACR2 calls Continuing Resources.  
 
According to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 2nd ed., 2002 rev., a continuing 
resource is “a bibliographic resource that is issued over time with no predetermined 
conclusion. Continuing resources include serials and ongoing integrating resources.” 
(Appendix D-2) 
 
A serial is “ a continuing resource issued in a succession if discrete parts, usually 
bearing numbering, that has no predetermined conclusion. Examples of serials include 
journals, magazines, electronic journals, continuing directories, annual reports, 
newspaper, and monographic series.” (Appendix D-7) 
 
An integrating resource is “a bibliographic resource that is added to or changed by 
means of updates that do not remain discrete and are integrated into the whole. 
Integrating resources can be finite or continuing. Examples of integrating resources 
include updating loose-leafs and updating Web sites.” (Appendix D-4) 
 
When there is no explicit statement of intent to publish indefinitely, the cataloger must 
determine whether an item is a serial, an integrating resource, a monograph, or a 
monographic series.  This decision will determine how it is to be cataloged.  
 
Criteria used in this determination are: 

• Titles that imply continuation 
• Items with a statement of frequency, or numeric or chronological designation in 

the title. 
• Items that are purchased (or received) on a continuing subscription order 

(although multi-part items are also occasionally available by subscription) 
• Items with ISSNs are generally, but not always, continuing resources 

 
NOTE:  At Geisel Library, the decision as to whether a title is a monograph or a serial is  
 based in part on the method of acquisition: 

• Does the library intend to continue to receive parts of the title indefinitely, or is 
the piece a one-time purchase or gift?  If the library is not intending to purchase 
any other issues, catalog the item as a monograph.  If the policy for that title is 
changed, the items may be recataloged as part of a continuing resource. 

• Numbered monographic series that are received by Standing Order are usually 
treated as continuing resources. 

• Decisions on whether to class the monographic series together or separately, 
and whether to analyze the separate titles, are based on Library of Congress 



guidelines, or by the needs of Geisel Library collection and patrons.  (See 
Standing Orders: Analytics vs. Series ) 

 
Converting paper periodicals to Online periodicals 
 Many paper journals are being eliminated in favor of online only.  When we have 
both paper and online, the link to the online is included on the record for the paper ed. 
However, if we discard all the paper, that bib record must be removed as part of the 
withdrawal process and a record for the online version must be either imported or 
created.  The Periodicals Withdrawal Tracking Form is used for all periodicals 
withdrawals, whether partial or full. 
 Once a periodical is online only, it is treated as any web resource, with item and 
location changed accordingly. 

 
Rare Book Collection 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  rare   rare       o  Rare 
  rare   rarll       o   Rare LowerLvl  
  rarov   rarov       o  RareOv 
 

Housed in the Creaghe Room on the upper level, this collection includes some of the 
library's oldest materials. Included in this collection is a miniature edition of An 
Introduction to the Devout Life by Saint Francis DeSales, printed in 1675, and a 
Lutheran Bible printed in 1772.  The New England Collection, housed in the Poisson 
Room, is also a Rare Book collection.  Oversize rare books are housed in the Anselm 
Room.  In a new location, lower level cases, are books which were published prior to 
1850 but are not considered rare enough to reside in the Creaghe Room. 
  
General Cataloging Instructions: 
Follow all current bibliographic rules as established in AACR2 (rev. 2nd. ed.), except  
when AACR2 and Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books (DCRB) diverge. When the  
rules differ, prefer DCRB (see specific instructions below). 
  
Specific Instructions: 
  
Title Proper 
AACR2 Rule 1.1B4: Abridge a long title proper if it will not lose essential information  
and do not omit the first 5 words.  
DCRB Rule 1.B7: In general, do not abbreviate the title proper unless very lengthy,  
doesn't lose essential information and do not abbreviate before the sixth word. 
  
Statement of Responsibility 
AACR2 Rule 1.1F7: Include titles and abbreviations of titles of nobility ... initials of  
societies with exceptions. 
DCRB Rule 1.G7: Include titles and abbreviations of titles of nobility address, honor and  
distinction without exception.  
DCRB Rule 1.G8: Initials of societies etc., with exception. 
  
Edition Statement 



AACR2 Rule 1.2B1: Abbreviate based on appendix B. 
DCRB Rule 2.B1: Give exact wording if taken from the title page. Abbreviate if from any  
other source. 
DCRB Rule 2.B2: Transcribe as an edition statement a statement on issues or  
impressions even if there are no changed from the previous edition. 
  
Place of Publication 
AACR2 Rule 1.4B4: Give names as the appear omitting accompanying prepositions  
unless case endings are affected and use abbreviations per appendix B. 
DCRB Rule 4.B1: Give the most prominently indicated (usually first) place of publication.  
Transcribe as found on source. 
DCRB Rule 4.B2: Include prepositions appearing before the name as well as accom- 
panying words or phrases associated with the name. 
  
Publisher Statement 
AACR2 Rule 1.4D2: Give the name of publisher/distributor in the shortest form  
possible in which it can be identified internationally.  
DCRB Rule 4.C2: Transcribe the name of the publisher, together with any preceding  
words or phrases as it appears.  
  
Date of Publication 
AACR2 Rule 1.4F: Give the date (i.e. the year) of publication/distribution.  
DCRB Rule 4.D1: Basic date is the year of publication or printing. Transcribe the  
date with the day and month if present. Also, included phrases such as "printed in the year" or 
"anno"  
as part of this element.  
  
Classification 
Cuttering for works with uniform titles:  
Use this list to selected appropriate entries for cuttering of rare works with uniform titles: 
Editor 
translator  
commentator 
compiler 
engraver/etcher/illustrator/inscriber/lithographer  
publisher  
printer  
binder 
bookseller  
patron 
  
Processing Instructions 
Barcodes are to be applied to the bottom right of the back cover at all times, securing  
identification of the item.  
  
Dates of publication will be added to the class number in the database, on the verso, and  
on the spine label. If an item does not have a spine label, do not add one; use a flag instead. 
  
Write Rare on the verso of all rare materials, and add the prefix = Rare to item records.  
New spine labels with dates and prefixes added should be applied over existing labels,  
assuming these labels are secure. If a label is falling off, remove the old label and  
put the call number label on a flag. 
  



Any book measuring over 29 cm is to be designated as Rare Oversize and will be shelved in  
Rare (Anselm Room). Write RareOv on the verso above the call number, change prefix=RareOv  
in item record, and change location codes in bibliographic and item records to rarov. 
  
Make 500 notes for gilding and binding as needed. 
  
These guidelines were drafted in March of 2001 in order to facilitate the consistent  
cataloging of Geisel's collection of rare materials. Revised April, 2004, by Anne Murphy  
and Beth Bloomquist. Rev.  3/4/05. 

 
 
Reference 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
1  ref   ref      o  Ref 
2  ref   ready      o  Ref 
3  ref   index      o  item 099=Index Area 
4  atlas   atlas      o  RefAtlas 
5  llind   llind      o   item 099=Lower  
        Level Index Area 
6  llref   llref      o             Lower Lvl Ref 
7  ref   ref       l  Reference Computer 
 
1. Standard reference books 
2. Ready reference, kept at the Reference Desk. There is an additional pre-printed 
"READY" 
 label that is placed above the call number. 
3. Indexes, shelved on the wall immediately behind the Reference Desk 
4. Atlases, kept in the atlas shelves near the entrance to the reading room 
5. Lower Level indexes: older volumes shelved behind the compact shelving downstairs 
6. Lower Level reference: older volumes shelved behind the compact shelving  
 Downstairs 
7. Electronic reference works loaded on reference computers. Must be used in-house. 
 
 
 Reserves 
 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
   res   res01     -   
   res   res02     -   
   res    res03     -   
   onite   onite     -  
   permr   permr     o         see below   

   
 

Geisel Library has five types of  reserves.  Each has a separate Circulation category, but not 
necessarily  
a separate location. 



 
Circulation category 1. Course Reserves 
These are the materials that are placed on reserve by the Circulation staff, at the request  
of a faculty member, and are assigned to a particular course name and number.  Depending  
on the type of material, the items are assigned location codes res01 (books), res02 (articles),  
and res03 (media).  These are marked "Reserve" and are put on and taken off each semester. 
Bib record location is Res. 
  
Circulation category 2. Permanent Course Reserves 
These are items placed on reserve by Circulation staff, at the request of a professor or  
department, to be used for a particular course. However, these materials are to remain  
on reserve "permanently," i.e., until the professor notifies the library to remove it from  
reserve, and are not taken off reserve at the end of a semester. 
  
In addition to the regular course name and number, these items are assigned a special  
course name:  Permanent Course Reserves.  If you wish to know which professors have  
placed items on "permanent" reserve, you can search by course name "Permanent  
Course Reserve." 
 
Also, all CDs & CD-ROMs that accompany books, regardless of the book's location, are given the 
location PermRes and an accession number.  "PermRes" is put into the call number field rather than 
as a prefix in the item record. 
  
These items are shelved with the other reserve materials. The bib record location is 
res, and the item location codes are res01, res02, res03, depending on their type of  
material. 
  
Circulation category 3. General Reserves–Geisel Library 
These are materials that are put on reserve by the library staff, and include copies of the  
latest edition of Turabian's manual, etc.  They are assigned to the course name:  General  
Reserve.  If you wish to know which titles are on General Reserve, you can search by that  
course name.  These are shelved with the other course reserve materials, and the item  
records are assigned location  res01. 
  
Circulation category 4. General Reserves Media–Geisel Library 
These are materials that are put on reserve by the library staff. At the moment, five sets  
of headphones are the only items on this type of reserve. These are assigned to the Course:  
General Reserve/Media and may be searched by that course name. The item location is res03. 

 
Circulation category 5. Permanent Reserves 
These materials are not actually "on" reserve; they have been shelved in the Circulation  
area by the library staff, primarily for the convenience of both staff and patrons. There  
are several types of materials in this category:  computer disks, Saint Anselm College  
catalogues and yearbooks, and other official Saint Anselm publications (as requested).  
These materials may or may not circulate, depending on type of material and reason  
for being on Permanent Reserve.  (For example, yearbooks don't circulate; CD-ROMs do.) 
  
The bib and item records are assigned the location "permr." Unclassified CDs are assigned  
local call numbers that start with PermRes; classed materials are given the prefix PermRes.  
These materials are not reserve materials, and are not assigned course numbers. "Permanent  
Reserve" is a location within the Circulation area.  
  
NOTE:  There may be some confusion between Geisel Library General Reserve and General  



Reserve/Media and Permanent Reserve:  primarily the materials on Permanent Reserve are 
there for security purposes as well as convenience. Be careful when assigning this location:  
do not assign them locations res01, res02, res03 or course r#s. 

 
Student Honors Papers & Theses 
 
First determine whether or not the paper is a thesis. 
Check the title page of the paper—this is your chief source of information (or if the 
paper has no formal title page, use the first page as your chief source)—if the item is 
referred to as a thesis in any way on the chief source (i.e., thesis, senior thesis, senior 
research thesis, etc.), catalog the item as a thesis. If the item is not a thesis, see 
instructions below: 
Cuttering: Check the catalog before you begin and make the author cutter so that it will  
fit into existing records. 
 
Special fields for thesis cataloging: 
 

090  LD4791.S652|bX### 20XX 
300  Manchester, N.H. |bSaint Anselm College,|c20yy 
500  “Submitted in partial fulfillment of . . . ”  
502  Thesis (B.A.)—Saint Anselm College, 20yy 
710  2 Saint Anselm College (Manchester, N.H.).|tSenior honors  
    paper 

 
 
Videos 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  video       dvd     -  DVD 
  video    vhs     -  Video 
 
All videos are assigned the bib-level location code Video.  They are housed in the Video 
room on the lower level and are the different media are interfiled.  Item location codes 
differ depending on format for statistical purposes.  Accompanying booklets that do not 
fit into the case are shelved separately from the media in the same room. 
Add staff message to item records:  example 
Staff: Please check container for correct items (2 discs, 1 booklet) 
  

Descriptive cataloging: 
There are differences in descriptive cataloging of videocassettes and DVDs:  please  
refer to OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards for information. 
 
Fields of special interest: 
007 field  |e (videorecording format)  = b for videocassettes   = v for DVDs 
300 field  1 videocassette (xx min.) : |b sd., col. ;|c ½ in. 
               1 videodisc (xx min.) : |b sd., col. ;|c 4 ¾ in. 
538 field    VHS or  DVD 
 
Authority headings: 

http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/


Accept the headings as they are in the OCLC record.  Do not add names if they are  
not in record. Do not add the |4 relator codes to names that do not have them.   
See MARC Code List: Relator Codes. 
 

Classification: 
Most videos (and DVDs) are classed by subject area.  However, certain types of videos  
(and DVDs) are assigned special call numbers. See Classification Schemes: Videos & DVDs. 
 
Processing: 
Certain steps in processing are done during the cataloging process. See Video Processing 
 
 
Web (Electronic) Resources 
 Bib location codes Item location codes Status          Prefixes 
  web   web      l (L)     item 099=Web 
 
Definition of Electronic Resource 
An electronic resource is material (data and/or programs) encoded for manipulation by a 
computerized device, and may be a resource that is accessible directly, such as CD-ROMs  
or computer disks, or remotely, such as Web sites and online fields. 
  
Web resources may be purchased electronic databases or web pages that Reference 
and Collection Development have decided to add to our catalog. CD-ROM reference 
works are NOT put in the Web location. (See Reference) The cataloging of electronic 
resources includes fields specific to their medium.  We leave in any LC classification 
number but delete the subfield b.  This allows the record to be brought up in a 
classification search. 
 
Fixed field 
 
Type of Record code: use that which is appropriate for the original version of an  
 electronic resource.  For example, if an electronic resource is an online version  
 of a book, it is cataloged in books format with the addition of certain fields.   
 For more detail, see below 
 
Form of item = s 
 
Fields that should appear in electronic resources records are: 
 006 see below 
 007 see below 
 245 $h [electronic resource] 
 538 System details note 
 506 Restrictions on access note 
 516     Type of computer file or data note 
  
One or more of the following may be included: 
 530 Additional physical form available note 
 534 Original version note 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relaterm.html


 550 Issuing body note 
 856 URL 
 
The requirements for this format are still in flux. The order of the notes as given above is 
more or less followed by a majority of libraries.  
Many records omit the 300 field; others put (for electronic versions of books) 
 300 1 electronic text : HTML 
 
Precede the URL $u with a public note: $z ● Access online ● 
 

Type of Record Coding (Fixed Field “Type”) 
The definition of the Leader/06 (“Type of Record”) code “m” (computer file) was reviewed 
and narrowed in 1997 to allow for the coding of electronic resources for the signification aspect  
of the CONTENT, rather than the physical form.  Code “m” is now only used for: 
1. Computer software (including programs, games, and fonts) 
2. Numeric data 
3. Computer-oriented multimedia 
4. Online systems or services 
 
Other classes of electronic resources are coded for their most significant aspect (for  
instance, language material, graphic, cartographic material, sound, music, moving image).   
In case of doubt as to the most significant aspect, code the material “m.” If the resource  
is the equivalent of a print item but in electronic form, use the same Type code you would  
use for the print version.  
 
NOTE:   MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data clarifies coding of electronic resources  
that include search software: The presence of search software does not alter the basic  
intent of the resource and does not mean that the resource should be coded as software.   
If its primary purpose is textual or bibliographic it remains textual or bibliographic and  
is coded as such. 
 
Leader/06 code “a” (Language material) is used for: 
1. Web sites when content consists of primarily textual web pages, with incidental  
   images, hypertext links, or search software 
2. Collections of databases of textual electronic serials with search software 
3. Web portal pages consisting of textual links to other resources 
4. Online bibliographic databases such as library online catalogs 
5. Numeric data presented in tabular form that cannot be manipulated by computer 
 
Field 006 
In records for electronic resources where the type code is NOT “m,” OCLC mandates  
inclusion of a field 006 for the electronic aspects of the item. Records for integrating  
resources should also include a field 006 for the serial aspects of the resource. 
 
Type of Computer File 
When Type code is “m,” the type of Computer File code is part of the 008 field (“File”). 
When Type code is  not “m,” the type of computer file code is located in 006 field  
(“Type of File”). 
Examples: 
Online bibliographic database:   Type code = a   File (006/09)=e 
Online system or service:           Type code = m  File (008/26)=j 
Web-based computer software:  Type code = m  File (008/26)=b 



Electronic serial with search software:  Type code = a  File (006/09)=e 
 
Some electronic resources are also integrating resources, i.e., they are continuously being 
updated.  Integrating resources cataloged according to the rules for continuing resources such as 
periodicals.  They also have coding unique to their medium: 
 
Codes for Integrating Resources 
Bibliographic Level code “m” is used for integrating resources (until code = “i” is  
implemented by OCLC). Continue to include computer file 006 and a computer file 007  
in integrating resources records. Add a serial 006 field to records for integrating  
resources. Examples: 
COM 006: Type: m  Audn:  File: d  Gpub: 
COM 007: c |b r |d c |e n 
SER 006: Type: s  Freq: *  Regl: *  ISSN:  SrTp: **  Orig: s  Form: s  EntW:  Cont:   
                Gpub:  Conf: 0  Alph: a  S/L: 2***  
 
*Continuously updated (such as a constantly updating database), use Freq code = k  
and Regl code = r (more commonly used, Freq code = blank  and Regl code = x). 
** SrTp code d = updating databases, I= updating loose-leafs, w = updating websites. 
*** S/L code = 2 is used to indicate that the record is using revised rules for  
integrated entry. 
 
246 XX is used for varying forms of the title as they appear on the physical journal, or subsequent 
screens (for online journals). 
Date used in 260 |c only when there is an explicit statement of when resource first  
came online, otherwise omit |c in 260 and use 362 field instead. 
 
Frequently updated (or other appropriate frequency) note: 
538  Mode of access: World Wide Web 
 
Source of title note:     
500  Title from title screen. May be combined with “Description based on” note: 
500  Title from title screen (viewed on [Date]) 
 
Other fields that may be used in Integrating Resources cataloging, previously reserved  
for serials cataloging are: 022, 222, 321, 547, 78X. 
 
Changes in URIs:  see LCRIs 9.7B and 21.3B. 

 
 
 
SPECIAL CATALOGING ISSUES 
 
Classifications 

 
Canon Law 
  
Instructions  
In 2001, the Library of Congress moved Canon Law out of the BX class and into the 
new KBR and KBU classes. The new K classes allowed for a great deal more specific 
breakdown by title, jurist, etc. than had the BX class. However, at Geisel, because the 
collection is so heavily weighted toward religious materials, it was decided not to move 



Canon Law materials out of the B's.  The new organization of the K classes will be 
incorporated into the BX classes. 
 
Historically, two number areas have been used for History of Canon Law (BX 1935)  
and Canon Law (BX 1939). LC new classification scheme assigns (BX 1935 to KBR) 
and (BX1939 to KBU). In order to preserve the order of the new class, the new K 
number will be used, but appended to the first two lines of the "historical" class area.  
 
By keeping BX1935, Canon Law materials are kept close to their like subject materials.  
However, in the new class 2212 is for Codex iuris canonici after 1983, use table KB7,  
this is an annotated edition, cuttered by main entry. Using the former class area would  
have placed all Canon Law materials together, cuttered for main entry, and since many  
of these materials have either uniform titles, or are issued by a body such as the  
Catholic Church, this does little to organize these materials.  
 
The remainder of subclass KB is still under construction and will similarly reorganize  
other areas of Religious Legal Systems (Hindu jurisprudence, etc.).  
 
Reclassification Notes: 
For purposes of this reclassification, we will search by call number and subject areas.  
We will not, however, reclassify related subjects (such as Abbots (Canon law)).  
 
Also, while there has been some question as to the correctness of using third alpha-  
numeric cutters, they may occasionally be necessary for this class area, and are  
acceptable.  
 
Conferences 
 
When constructing an LC classification number for a conference publication, use the 
date of the conference, not the copyright date, as the last element in the number.  This 
is in accordance with LC practice. 
 
Cuttering Uniform Titles 
  
Geisel Library assigns a cutter number to works with uniform titles (such as Bibles, etc.).  
Use this list to select appropriate entries for cuttering of rare (and non-rare) books with  
uniform titles: 
 
Editor 
Translator 
Commentator 
Compiler 
Engraver/etcher/illustrator/inscriber/lithographer 
Publisher 
Printer 
Binder 



Bookseller 
Patron 
 
When there is an author or composer associated with the uniform title, as is common 
with translations and music, the first cutter is for the author/composer, the second cutter 
should be for the uniform title (240) not the 245 title.  
If the uniform title is in a foreign language, the cutter is still based upon the uniform title, 
not the translation. 
  
GPO Classification 
   
SuDoc Classification (086 field in OCLC records): 
Geisel Library shelves most of the government documents in the Govt Doc area, where  
they are arranged by SuDoc numbers. SuDoc Classification is a scheme designed by 
the U.S. Government Printing Office to "group together government information 
products by the same government corporate author." (GPO Ordering Information). The 
major divisions of the system are specific letters, signifying the issuing agency or 
department (See Federal Depository Library Classification Manual 
 
 
A is for Agriculture, S is for State, J for Justice,  etc. 
 
NOTE:  Geisel Library displays the current list of Sudoc Class numbers in the  
Government Documents area. 
 
Because the classification system is based on the current organizational structure of  
the government, it changes as the organizational structure of the government changes.   
New agencies are formed, departments are merged, etc. 
 
To distinguish the subordinate bureaus and offices, numbers are added to the 
alphabetic identifiers, with "1" designating the parent organization.  Beginning with "2", 
the numbers are applied in numerical order to the subordinate bureaus, etc., and were  
assigned to bureaus and offices arranged alphebetically when the system was 
established.  Newer subordinate bureaus have been given the next highest number.  
 
The next number, after the decimal point, signifies the types of publication, such as 1  
for Annual reports, 2 for General publications, 3 for Bulletins, etc. These combinations  
of alphabetic designation of agency, and numerical designation of office and type of  
publication is referred to as the "Class Stem." The GPO List of Classes contains class  
stems only. 
 
The 086 field is changed to 099 in government documents and to 986 in electronic 
resources and LC-classed materials. 
 
Item Number (074 field in OCLC records): 
GPO defines an Item Number as a "control number assigned to titles or groups of titles  

http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fdlp/pubs/classman/index.html


(by agency) that are available for selection to the federal depository libraries." The  
item number assigned to a series (or group of titles) generally remains the controlling  
number for that series (or group of titles) regardless of change of title, transfer of  
the series or its publishing agency with the U.S. government, or change in the name of  
the issuing agency. 
 
An item number assigned to a series may also govern the distribution of closely related  
series of a similar nature, issued by the same agency.  In this instance, the depository  
library may select related series as well with the one item number. Depository libraries'  
selection plan is reflected by the the Item Numbers it receives from GPO. Shipping lists  
and other communication from the GPO use the Item Number, followed by the Class 
number (class stem) to identify materials. 
 
Presidential Elections 
  
JK 526 / JK1968  
In order to class a work into this area, there must also exist the subject heading for:  
Presidents|zUnited States|xElection|yXXXX.  Construct the call number this way:    
•JK 526 - for presidential elections  (or JK1968)  
•Year of election (in this case, 1980)  
•Cutter for author  
•Year of publication/copyright 
 
090     JK526 1980|b.G73 1982  
001     8283890  
020     0671411640 :  
010     82003351  
008     820223s1982    nyu           001 0 eng  pam a  
040     DLC|cDLC|dSAC  
043     n-us---  
049     SACC  
100 1   Greenfield, Jeff  
245 14  The real campaign :|bhow the media missed the story of the 1980 
campaign /|cJeff Greenfield  
250     1st ed.  
260     New York :|bSummit Books,|cc1982  
300     319 p. ;|c25 cm. 
500     Includes index  
650 0   Presidents|zUnited States|xElection|y1980  
650 0   Campaign debates|zUnited States  
 
PZ Classification: Fiction and Juvenile Belles Lettres 
 
Because Geisel Library follows the Library of Congress practice of not assigning the  
PZ class to library materials, class juvenile materials as follows: 
 



Fiction in English  
A special collection of standard and current fiction, including English translations of  
foreign authors. All fiction in English (cataloged after June 30, 1980 at the LC) is 
classed  
in PR, PS, or other literature classes. 
 
Juvenile belles lettres 
For works for noted authors in foreign languages, see PQ, PT, etc. 
Anonymous works:   
•Folklore, legends, romance,  use PN-PT 
•Rhyme, see PN6109.97 
•Humorous works, see PN 
Collections:   
Class by language (PQ,  PT, etc.) or PN (as needed). 
 
The result of this policy is that works by an author who writes adult and children's  
literature will be classed together, and types of literature, whether for adult or  
children (or universal) will be classed together. 
 
2/18/2005          
 
Video & DVD Classification 
 
Most videos (and DVDs) are classed by subject matter.  However, certain types of 
videos (and DVDs) are assigned special call numbers: 
 
Music and musical productions 
 
Videos are classed in the following numbers regardless of whether the production was 
originally on TV, film or stage. 
 
Operas:  M1500 
Musicals (Theater and Film):  M1527  exception: Disney films and children's films with 
 heavy musical content (Charlie & the Chocolate Factory).  Keep in PN1997.2 
Concert films: class with whatever type of music is in the concert: jazz M1366,  
 American pop M1630.18, symphonies M1001, etc.  Feature films with  
 fictionalized accounts of the lives of musicians remain in PN1997.2 (Lady Sings 
 the Blues) 
 
PN 1992.77.A2-Z—Stage and Television plays 
This includes only videos of live productions of plays, whether televised or not. These 
productions may be referred to as a teleplay, etc.  Most are not as lengthy as a feature 
films, and are often packaged as a set of plays by a particular playwright, such as 
Strindberg, Garcia-Marques, etc. Cutter for author/title. All videos made specifically for 
television should also have a subject heading: Television plays 
 



PN1992.8—Television programs and series (fictional material) 
This includes items such as A&E's Pride and Prejudice, Agatha Christie's Poirot series,  
or Brideshead Revisited, but NOT items such as Bill Moyer's The public mind: image 
and reality in America series. Items which are non-dramatic in nature should be classed 
into their subject areas i.e., history, social sciences, etc. Cutter for author when 
appropriate (see below), title and the year of video's production (not the year of the 
original film). Typical subject headings for videos of with the class number PN 1992.8 
are: Made-for-TV movies; Television adaptations;  Television comedies;  
Television mini-series;  Television programs 
 
Where a series may be analyzed—like Agatha Christie's Poirot—use two cutters: the  
first for the author, the second for the title of the actual episode. However, for a series  
such as The Jewel in the Crown, use one cutter and number the parts.  
 
PN 1992.8.A59—Animated television programs 
Cutter for title. All videos with the class number PN 1992.8.A59, should also have a  
subject heading: Animated television programs.  
For example:  The Simpsons : the complete first season. 
 
PN 1995.75—Silent films  
Cutter for title and the date is the year of the video's production. Subject heading: 
Silent films. 
 
PN 1995.9 .D6—Documentaries 
Use this class in the rare event that a documentary cannot be classed into a subject  
area, e.g., a documentary about ballet would be classed with ballet. Cutter for title  
and the year of the video's production. 
 
PN 1997.2—Motion picture/Feature films 
This is an adjustment of the LC schedule. Cutter for title and the year of the video's  
production. NOTE: When in doubt as to whether the item is a Television play or Made-
for-TV movie or Feature film, class as Feature film. Assign the subject heading: Feature 
film. 
 
PN 1998.3—Biographies BEING PHASED OUT. Class all new biographies with the 
subject. CKB/JW  3/09  
Cutter by subject's name and the year of the video's production. Important subject  
heading notes: The 6xx field is the name of the subject and add |v Biography after  
the name. Also, if the video is part of A&E Home Video and comes from the television  
series Biography, then all records should have:  
710 2_ Arts and Entertainment Network  
710 2_ A & E Home Video (Firm)  
730 0_ Biography (Television program) 
730 0_ Biography (A & E Home Video (Firm)) 
 
PR 2984 



Video representations concerning the works of Shakespeare (i.e., Looking for Richard).  
Cutter for title and the year of the video's production. 
 
PR 2987 
Video representations concerning the teaching of Shakespeare. Cutter for title and the  
year of the video's production. 
 
PR 3093  
Motion picture productions of Shakespeare's plays. Multiple productions of a play will  
be separated by year, in the unlikely event that multiple productions of the same play  
are made in the same year, adjust the year "2002a," "2002b," etc. Cutter for title and  
the year of the video's production. 
 
All other videos should be classed into their subject area.  
 
Important notes:  
In cases where a work's title is in a foreign language, but is most commonly known  
under the English title (e.g., Babette's Feast is really Karen Blixen's Babette's 
Gaestebud), cutter the item for the commonly known title (except for classical music):  
PN1997.2|b.B334 + year. 
 
Similarly, for items which begin with the author's name, cutter according to the first  
word of the commonly known title: Walt Disney's masterpiece Fantasia:  
PN1997.2|b.F2672 year 
 
All cutter numbers should be extended to at least 3 numeric places (i.e., R345). In  
cases where the initial word of a title is less than 4 letters long, continue the  
cutter using the next word in the title, so I, Claudius will be cuttered: .I353.  
 
When there is no date of production for a video, or the date is in doubt, omit the date  
from the item's call number.  
 
For classing ballets, if the item is an interpretation of some known work, class as you  
would that work. For example, class a ballet production of Swan Lake in music, class  
a ballet production of Othello as you would the written work. If a ballet does not fit  
into such a category, class it into GV.  
 
Videos of musical works (including ballet) are to be cuttered by the composer's name 
first, followed by the appropriate designation for the title.  This may be a uniform title, a 
title as it appears on the container, or an opus number or other composer's work no. 
 
Web pages and electronic resources 
 
Classification number consists only of the first subfield.  Subfield b and subsequent data 
are eliminated.  Call number in item record is 099 Web 
 



 
Z1200+ Bibliographies 
 
In the interest of keeping subject bibliographies in the area most useful for patrons,  
bibliographies are to be classed with their subject matter, rather than in the Z schedule.  
Often, a record from LC will include both call numbers, so that libraries can decide for  
themselves which to use. 
 
If there is no alternate class number provided, assign one based on subject headings.  
Exceptions: Bibliographies of bibliographies will still go into Z1200 +.  
 
 
Authority Control 
  
Authority Control involves the subject, name, and controlled title headings in 
bibliographic records and  
authority records, and both files need to be updated, corrected, and monitored. 
Authority control is practiced as new records are added to III, and also retrospectively. 
 
Tools to use in Authority Control:  
1. III Headings Reports 
2. Library of Congress Weekly Subject Lists  
3. OCLC Authority File 
4. III Authority File 
5. III create list function 
 
Authority Control with new records: 
Authority headings in AACR2 DLC records are usually accurate and need little  
verification except for series (after 2006, when LC discontinued creating authority 
records for serials). Other institutions' records may require more review, particularly pre-
AACR2 records (Desc = blank or I). Because of time constraints, and the use of the 
weekly III headings reports, the cataloger must use judgment when verifying headings.   
  
III Heading Reports 
Current cataloging practices are monitored by III and authority work is enhanced by  
the use of III Headings Reports. III heading reports reflect "activity" in recently  
added bibliographic records. These authority reports are generated by III when  
bibliographic records are added, deleted, and updated. These reports are reviewed 
weekly. 
When running the Headings Reports in Millennium 

• Omit items without cat dates 
• Include all other dates 
• Highlight the entire list 
• Have the system put check marks on all 
• Email the list to yourself 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/weeklylists/


• Once the list has arrived in your email, clear the list from the Headings Report 
function 

• As you leave Headings Report, the system will ask if you want to clear the entire 
list. 

 SAY NO 
 Otherwise, all of the headings from records without cat dates will also be 
cleared. 

 
1. First Time Use (FTU): Author and subject headings that are new to III. The  
printout includes the preceding and succeeding heading. If the cataloger thinks that a  
heading needs review, he/she is to search the III database and/or the OCLC authority 
files; the bibliographic record(s) is to be corrected as needed.  Some of the "new" 
headings are incorrect headings. 
Example:  
700 Bednorz, Achim 
Preceded by: Bednarski  feliks 
Followed by: Bednorz, Achim 1947-   
This example reveals that Achim Bednorz is in the III database in two forms, with and  
without a birth date. The cataloger determines which heading is correct and which  
bibliographic record(s) need to be corrected. The authority record for Achim Bednorz  
is to be exported from OCLC authority file to III authority file if it contains  
cross-references or valuable scope notes. 
Example:  
710 2  Anarchism Collection (Library of Congress)  
This example is a new heading in III.  The cataloger is to verify that the heading is  
in the correct form by searching the OCLC authority file. Export the authority record  
to III if the record contains cross-references and/or valuable notes. 
 
Name headings as Subject headings:   
When a name heading authority record is exported to III, it is automatically indexed as  
an author, and retrieved with an A (author) search. When a name heading is to be 
indexed as a subject, the cataloger is to add the heading to the subject authority file, so 
that the name is also searchable by D (descriptor) search.  Some names are to be 
downloaded into both author and subject authority files; some names are to be indexed 
as subject only or author only. This is the cataloger's decision, based on the item being 
cataloged.   
To import a name authority as a subject, use the following script in 949: 
*atab=asub; 
This will bring in the name as a subject and NOT as a name authority.  If you want both, 
add the script: 
*atab=anam; 
 
2. INVALID Headings: III matches the 1XX, 6XX, and 7XX headings in bibliographic  
records with the 4XX headings in III authority file. Usually, the heading is invalid and 
needs to be corrected.  
Example:   



650  Adventure and adventurers|vFiction 
Correct heading is:  Adventure stories                                                                                         
The subject heading in the bibliographic record is to be corrected. The Subject  
authority records are to be exported to III as needed, and all bib records with  
invalid headings are to be corrected. Global updating in III may be necessary.  
 
3. BLIND References: A subject, name or series title authority record contains a blind  
reference if there is no heading in the database corresponding to the valid form stored 
in the authority file. Usually the last bibliographic record that contained the heading has 
been deleted. These authority records are to be deleted from the III authority file.  
 
4. DUP Authority: This report is generated by downloading authority records that  
"duplicate" an existing authority record. Delete the duplicate in III.    
 
5. DUP Call numbers and other errors: Duplicate call numbers, OCLC #,  ISBN or  
ISSN #, or barcodes. Correct as needed. 
 
Retrospective Authority Control: 
 
A. Library of Congress Weekly Subject Lists  
The Library of Congress prints a weekly listing of all subject headings that were  
changed, amended, cancelled, etc. Cataloging staff are to update, correct, replace,  
etc., the subject headings in III to reflect the LC changes. Many of the subject  
heading changes are to the information within the authority record, rather than to  
the heading itself. Catalogers are to update the subject authority record to reflect  
these changes.   
Example:          
650  Operations research  [ADD GEOG] 
Some subject headings are changed or cancelled, and require updating the subject  
heading in bibliographic records as well as the subject authority file. This can  
be done manually, or by using Global Update, depending on the number of bibliographic  
and authority records involved.   
Example: 
650   Sociology, Christian     changed to     650 Christian sociology  (Global update) 
 
III Note: When it is necessary to change an authority heading in the database, you must 
delete the old authority record and import a new one.  If you simply correct the old 
heading, the Headings Report doesn't handle it correctly and generates blind 
references. 
Also, III cannot overlay authority records.  You must delete the old one, then import the 
new one (prevents duplicate authorities in Headings Reports) 
 
B. Series Statement Authorities 
Current cataloging: search form of series statement as it appears in piece and as it  

http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/weeklylists/


appears in OCLC record to determine the correct form of the series statement.  Export 
the authority record to III. Review the earlier forms of the series heading as it appears in 
bibliographic records and make corrections as needed.  
Put the series statement as it appears on the item in the 490 1 field.  Put the traced form 
of the series in the appropriate 8XX field, even if it is identical to the 490 1. 
Some series have altered over time and require more than one authority record.   
Many publishers' series are not traced.  They may appear in a 490 0  or as a quoted 
note. Check the series authority record for a 645 field of "t" trace or "n" not traced. 
 
Standing Orders: Analytics vs. Series 
  
When cataloging standing orders, there have sometimes been questions about whether  
or not to analyze a series. For the most part we follow Library of Congress' practice,   
if it is known. 
  
In cases where local policy differs from LC policy, a local note (field 945) is made in  
the authority record in the local system.  
  
Note:  Currently, if a standing order has a series record, a check-in record is attached to  
the series, and the check-in is kept suppressed. In the future, it is hoped that these 
check-in records will be unsuppressed. In the public display, this would allow patrons to 
view holdings easily without having to scroll through screens of item records to see if we 
have the item they need.  
Some standing orders have bibliographic records that are for acquisitions purposes only 
and are suppressed from public view using BCODE3 = "x" (for a paid s.o. title) or "z" (for 
a free s.o. title). 
These standing order titles are then cataloged analytically (i.e., a separate record for 
each volume) and the bibliographic records should be coded with a BCODE3 = "a" (for 
the paid s.o. title) or "b" (free s.o. title). 
In the past, the ISSN (022) for the series was added to the bibliographic record of each 
analytic title. This was done because the |x field in the series tracing was not indexed in 
the Periodicals Directory, now known as Journal Finder. This is no longer necessary 
because Journal Finder can use the series title directly; however, ISSNs will be left on 
the records that are currently in the system.  
 
Reproductions & Reprints 
 
There is some conflict between Bib Formats and Standards and AACR2 on how to  
treat reproductions, such as UMI reprints. Geisel follows Bib Formats and Standards  
and the Library of Congress Rule Interpretations. 
 
Follow LC policy when cataloging electronic, microform, and other “on demand” or  
preservation reproductions.  Emphasize the original item in the cataloging record  
and describe the reproduction in a 533 note.  In addition: 
•Date Type is "r", date1 is the date of reproduction, date2 for the original.  
•Form of item is "r".  



•Use an 007 if the material Type is different from that of the original (i.e., a microform  
copy of a printed work).  
•Use the date of reproduction (date1) for the date in the call number.  
•The physical description (field 300) may not be able to be confirmed; omit any  
information that cannot be verified.  
 
All information relating to the reproduction's publication, physical description, etc.  
should go into the 533.  
 
533 for microfilm: 
Microfilm. |b Ann Arbor, Mich. : |c University Microfilm, |d 1995. |e 1 microfilm reel ; 35 
mm. 
 
533 for non-microform: 
Sound tape reel. |b College Park, Md. : |c International Piano Archives at Maryland,  
|d 1989. |e 1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, 2 tracks, mono. ; 10 in., ¼ in. tape. 
Photocopy. |b Manchester, N.H. : |c Saint Anselm College Archives, |d 2006. |e 23 cm. 
 
Special Purpose MARC Fields 
 
590 Local note 
 
Historically, local notes have been used for many difference kinds of information:  
donor information, holdings information, author signature, etc. However, once 866  
holdings fields were implemented for serials titles, it seemed desirable to make  
inventory control more consistent. 
 
866 versus 590 versus item records 
Positive Inventory: While, in general terms, 866 fields are used for serials (which do  
not have item records), Geisel's collections house many serial titles, often short runs  
of them, often located in collections such as General where item records needed to be  
created for purposes of circulation. Therefore, it was decided that the following  
collections will use 866 and NOT items: Periodicals, Microforms, Indexes and Lower  
Level Indexes. All other collections should use item records and 590 missing notes  
as appropriate. 
 
The exceptions: Standing orders and other series-like publications may have both  
item records, and an 866 and item records (and possibly also a 590). 
 
For standing orders which are classed together as a set, there will be a bibliographic  
record (which may or may not be suppressed) and a checkin record which will be  
suppressed. The bib record may have an 866 or a 590 field in it. For standing orders  
classed separately, there will be a suppressed bibliographic record with an 866, or  
more likely, a 590 field. These 866 and 590 fields are for ease of use of cataloging  
and acquisitions staff, and in some cases, the public, eliminating the need to scroll  
through hundreds of individual items. 



 
For sets of books that lack certain volumes: 590 notes should be used to denote when a 
collection or set lacks a part or parts.  The note should be formatted in the simplest manner 
possible for the user, denoting positive inventory we own fewer than half the volumes, and 
negative inventory when we lack fewer than half the volumes.  It is often useful to add the word 
“only” to the note for positive inventory, e.g.  Library has: v. 1, 3, 5 only.  Negative inventory 
would be: Library lacks: v. 2, 4. 
 
856 Electronic Location and Access 
 
Heading  
The online display heading has been changed from "Online version" to "Online 
resource(s)" to signify the diversity of materials available through the links.  Not all links 
provide a full text version of the item, some links provide a table of contents or 
summaries, etc.  "Online resource(s)" is a more accurate description of the types of 
links provided. 
  
Field 856 
The hyperlink is generated by the data input into the 856 field of a bibliographic record.   
The typical 856 field contains: 
|u Uniform Resource Identifier 
It may contain: 
|z Public note  ● Access online ● 
|3 Materials specified note 
  
A |z (public note) is added to instruct the patron to "● Access online ●" In some records, 
there are additional |z for information such as "Adobe Acrobat Reader required" and in 
the case of several URLs, each link was assigned an identifying note: |zLatvia   ….. 
|zSiberia  ….  |zEstonia  (three maps are linked in one record by three different URLS). 
  
Current practice is to conform to the MARC format specifications and use the |3 to 
specify materials connected to a URL. In current practice, the three maps would be 
designated by |3Latvia… etc.  Other uses of the |3 include "current issue" "archived 
issues" "vol.1" etc.   
Please edit these fields and use only when necessary.  
  
Library of Congress Table of Contents  
Many records have 856 links to LC supplied table of contents and other information. It  
is the Geisel Library practice to keep the LC TOC link in the record until a complete  
contents note (505 field) is added to the record, at which point the LC TOC is deleted. 
This should normally be done as part of the process of cataloging the book.  
However, if the LC TOC is extremely lengthy and moving it to the bibliographic record is 
impractical, leave the link in place. Change the |3Table of contents  to |3Detailed table 
of contents.  This will signal catalogers as to why the link was left in the record. 
  
Links from Serial Titles to Databases/Indexes  



856 links are being added to our journals that direct users to the relevant entry in 
Journal Finder.  This insures that: 

• the link will remain current 
• users will know that even if our paper holdings have ceased, we have access to 

current issues 
WebBridge will also serve to direct users to online serials. 
   
   
945 Field–Staff initials for Bibliographic Creation / Editing 
   
Record Creation 
Staff should insert his/her initials in the 945 (local note) field when exporting an initial  
record, when creating an original record, or when overlaying an existing record. When  
overlaying an existing record, staff may simply add ov after their initials in OCLC. This  
will result in two 945 fields on the bibliographic record. 
Example: 
945 ckbov 
945 ckb|blgw|csgf|djld 
    
Reversed ISBN 
The order of multiple ISBNs in a bibliographic record may be reversed if necessary to  
accommodate the display of a cover image in the OPAC.  This action will be recorded in  
the 945 field with the initials of the editor and a subfield |b to describe the action  
taken. Example:   
945  jld|bisbn order reversed for coverimage display 
  
Multiple ISSN 
A 945 field should be added to a bibliographic record to note that a second ISSN 
number (found in the 022 field) has been added to the bib record by Geisel staff, for 
local purposes, such as when a periodical database uses that second serial number for 
another version of a periodical. (See JAMA example below): 
Example:  
022 0098-7484   
022 1538-3598 (online version of JAMA) 

945 jld|b1538-3598 ISSN used in MEDLINE 
      
Journal Finder 

Bibliographic records for periodicals which are present both in print and online are 
given links to their Journal Finder records. 
Example: Catholic Biblical Quarterly (b11342754) 
 
Also, Journal Finder has numerous subject categories under which the relevant 
journals are listed.  Dummy bibliographic records have been made for each of these 
so that users will be directed to Journal Finder through subject searches.   
Example: Journals on Africa available through Geisel Library (b1216057x) 
   



Relator Codes 
  
Use of Relator Codes with Delimiters $4 or $e 
Print materials of “recent” publication (i.e. since 1900):  do NOT use either delimiter $4  
or $e if the relationship(s) to be expressed can be included in the 245 $c. Create 7xx 
fields for all added entries, as required, but do not include relator codes or delimiters. 
  
Exception: Following the Library of Congress policy, we will apply the designation of “ill.”  
To illustrators of children’s books, and use the $e.    
  
Print materials of earlier publication (pre 1900): use $e and relator terms as needed.  
Retain the $e if they are present in the copy cataloging record and are correct and  
appropriate. (See MARC Relator codes but do not add them.) 
  
Non-print materials (CDs, videocassettes, DVDs, electronic resources, etc.):  retain the  
$4 and the relator code, if it is  present (and correct) in the copy cataloging record.   
Do not add $4 and relator codes if they are not in the copy cataloging record, and do not  
input into original cataloging records. 
  
NOTE: The previous policy had been to use $4 in all non-print materials and pre-1900  
print materials.  This policy has been altered in the interest of cataloging productivity  
and staffing restraints.  While we are attempting to follow the Library of Congress’  
guidelines, we will not be inputting $e or $4 and relator codes into records. 
  
 
Multiple Formats–Single Record 
 
CONSER, LC and GPO have altered their decision to endorse the single record 
approach to cataloging multiple formats on a single bibliographic for several reasons. 
We have made the decision to maintain the single record to keep the catalog user 
friendly.      
 
For Geisel Library, when we hold a title in more than one format, use a single record. 
If we own the title in one format only, and the OCLC records available are for different 
formats, create a new record for the format that we hold. 
If the OCLC record is for multiple formats, edit the record so that it refers only to the 
format(s)  that we hold. Include fields 007, 530, 700-740, 776, 856 as needed.  
For government documents, if we have selected and received a paper version of a 
publication and the bibliographic record contains a functioning PURL, consider this 
publication as being held in multiple formats. 
  
Using the single record approach: 
Create a record for the paper (non-microform) version and add notes about the  
existence and access to the electronic  or microform version(s) as applicable. The paper 
(non-microform) version is the primary version and the electronic or microform copies 
are secondary. 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relaterm.html


  
1. Select the workform based on the "Type" of the primary aspect of the item. 
2. Do not code "Form of item" for the electronic version. 
3. Include field 007 for electronic / microform. 
4. Note the availability of the electronic / microform version in the 530 field. 
5. Add 740 added entry when the title for the electronic / microform version differs. 
6. Link to the electronic / microform record with 776 field. 
7. Provide the location of any remotely accessible version in field 856.  Use second  
   indicator "1" when the address is for a version of the resource other than the one  
   described in the body of the record or "2" when the address is for an otherwise   
   related resource. 
8. If record does not have a check-in record, add holdings in the 866 field. 
  
If a title is in both paper and microform, use location = multi and add the locations.  Do  
not use multi for paper and online access (the 856 field displays on record) for 
periodicals. Do use multi for monographic materials that are also available online. 
  
See:   Nineteenth-century literature (.b1060506x) as example. 
 
Accompanying Materials 

  
Cataloging and Processing 
This is an issue when library materials have a pocket containing maps, charts, etc., and 
also when they are produced in one format with accompanying materials in at least one 
additional format. Whether it is a book with accompanying CD-ROM, or a music CD with 
a pamphlet, or a DVD with a music CD, etc., the first decision that must be made is:  
which format is the predominant one?  When the predominant format has been 
determined, that is the format by which the material will be cataloged and shelved.  
  
Depending on the formats involved, the accompanying materials may be separated  
from the predominant material and handled, classed, and shelved  in different  
locations. NOTE:  when the accompanying material is classed differently than the  
predominant material, the accompanying material's call number is added to its item 
record (in the 090 or 099 field as appropriate). 
 
For books with pockets containing maps, charts, etc.: 

• Make certain that the bib record clearly states that there is material in a 
pocket. 

• Add a message to the item record:  
 Staff Alert: Check pocket for accompanying [map, chart, etc.] 
• Each item in the pocket must be stamped and have the call no. written 

on it. 
 
Types of accompanying materials: 
1. Booklets or pamphlets are usually stored with the materials they accompany, or  
are stored in the Periodical Office, the Government Documents Office, etc. The decision  



where to store them is somewhat determined by their size and value, and whether or 
not they may be "bundled" with the other formatted materials. 
 
2. CD's, CD-ROMs, and DVDs (spoken and music) are stored with the materials they 
 accompany. 
  If the media is in a pocket in the book, it will remain there. 

• The disc must be "bugged" 
• The pocket of the disc is barcoded 
• The call number of the book is written on the disc with "disc" at the 

bottom 
 
Stickers: On the back of the book that the media came in, place a sticker that reads 
 “CD inside. Check out & desensitize separately.”   
Pop-up message on item record:  
 “Staff: Check inside back cover for CD. Check out separately.” 
 
If  there is more than one disc, they are often packaged separately. A jewel case cannot 
survive on the regular shelves, so CDs are to be re-packaged in DVD cases.  Get 
creative with the cover material so that the case looks good on the shelf and includes as 
much of the CD cover material as possible.  

• Discs are "bugged" 
• The DVD case is barcoded inside, like a normal DVD 
• The call number on the case will have "discs" at the bottom 
• The call number is written on each disc, with disc at the bottom. If there 

is more than one, number them as disc 1, disc 2, etc. 
• If there is also a booklet, it should have a label on it with "suppl." at the 

end of the call number to distinguish it from the book that the discs came 
with. 

 
FORMER PROCEDURE UNDER REVIEW FOR POSSIBLE RECLASS OF MEDIA: 
  
3. DVD's/videos are shelved in the Video Room, assigned LC classification numbers  
(following Geisel Library cataloging procedures).  
Booklets accompanying videos that cannot for some reason be shelved with them are 
kept in Princeton files at the end of the video shelves. 
 
4. CD-ROMs and other computer disks are stored in Permanent Reserve at the  
Circulation Desk.  These items are assigned accession numbers in the local call number  
field (099 PermRes CD xxxx) in the item record. Item location is = Permr. There is a  
note in the bibliographic record.  Put a sticker on the back of the book that reads 
"Accompanying material may be found at the Circulation Desk." 
 
Gift Materials 
  
There are two sorts of gifts—books physically donated to the library, and money given 
to the library to buy books.  



 
Gift Books 
Items are physically donated to Geisel and are selected by the Collection Development  
librarian. There is a gift book "flag" with each book, which includes the donor 
information.  
Since gift books do not have orders attached, the correct bibliographic record has to be  
exported from OCLC. Cataloging creates all item information at the time of export using  
the 949 command line. This includes coding ICODE2 "g" for gift, and entering the name  
of the donor in the donor field (Insert field j in Milcat). See the Donor list and example 
below. 
 
ITEM RECORD 
i12171049 
COPY #: 1   LCHKIN: - -  LOCATION: gen  
ICODE1: 0   # RENEWALS: 0  LOANRULE: 0   
ICODE2: g   # OVERDUE: 0  STATUS: -  
I TYPE: 0   ODUE DATE: - -  INTL USE : 0 
PRICE: $0.00 IUSE3: 0   COPY USE: 0   
OUT DATE: - -  RECAL DATE: - -  IMESSAGE:  
DUE DATE: - - TOT CHKOUT: 0  OPACMSG:  
PATRON#: 0  TOT RENEW: 0  YTDCIRC: 
LPATRON: 0   LOUTDATE:  LYRCIRC: 
 
b  L224987  
j Goulet, Edward A.  
  
Gift Money 
This is slightly more complicated, because the cataloging process can happen when the  
book in question has already been received, or when the item is still on order. In either  
case, these items are given ICODE2 "$".  
 
ITEM RECORD 
i10574141  
COPY #: 1   LCHKIN: - -  LOCATION: gen  
ICODE1: 0   # RENEWALS: 0  LOANRULE: 0   
ICODE2: $   # OVERDUE: 0  STATUS: -  
I TYPE: 0   ODUE DATE: - -  INTL USE : 0 
PRICE: $0.00 IUSE3: 0   COPY USE: 0   
OUT DATE: - -  RECAL DATE: - -  IMESSAGE:  
DUE DATE: - - TOT CHKOUT: 0  OPACMSG:  
PATRON#: 0  TOT RENEW: 0  YTDCIRC: 
LPATRON: 0   LOUTDATE:  LYRCIRC: 
 
b  L092730  
j   Murphy, Dr. & Mrs. Clarence  
  

http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/donorlist.html


Items already received: 
The Collection Development librarian has pulled an appropriate item and placed a book  
plate and a "Geisel Library Book Fund" slip into it.  These books should be sent through  
the cataloging process as usual, and the "Geisel Library Book Fund" slip should take 
the place of the gift book "flag" above. See the example above. 
 
Items still on order: 
The Acquisitions technical assistant has a "Geisel Library Book Fund" slip for the item  
being ordered. An internal note will be made to note the name of both the donor and the  
person on whose behalf the donation was made (if any), see Example of Gift Records 
for full record, or below: 
  
ORDER RECORD 
o1163814 Last Updated: 02-27-02 Created: 02-27-02 
ACQ TYPE: p  E PRICE: $22.90  RLOC: a  
LOCATION: gen    FORM: b    BLOC: a  
CDATE: - -    FUND: phil    STATUS: o  
CLAIM: -    ODATE: 02-27-02   TLOC: p  
COPIES: 1    ORD NOTE: -  VENDOR: ybp  
STAFF: -    ORD TYPE: f   LANG: eng  
CODE2: c    RACTION: -    COUNTRY:  
REQ DEPT: i    RDATE: - -    VOLUMES: 1 
CODE4: -   
 
s  Philosophy Dept  
z DONATED BY: Mrs. Constance T. McGrath (#4032) 
z in mem of John F. McGrath, Jr  
 
When these items are received, the order record is printed out and placed in the book.  
When the items are cataloged, the "Donated by" should be placed in the donor field. 
So the item record for the order above would look like this:  
  
ITEM RECORD 
i1223929x 
COPY #: 1   LCHKIN: - -  LOCATION: gen  
ICODE1: 0   # RENEWALS: 0  LOANRULE: 0   
ICODE2: $   # OVERDUE: 0  STATUS: -  
I TYPE: 0   ODUE DATE: - -  INTL USE : 0 
PRICE: $0.00 IUSE3: 0   COPY USE: 0   
OUT DATE: - -  RECAL DATE: - -  IMESSAGE:  
DUE DATE: - - TOT CHKOUT: 0  OPACMSG:  
PATRON#: 0  TOT RENEW: 0  YTDCIRC: 
LPATRON: 0   LOUTDATE:  LYRCIRC: 
 
b  L237888 
j   McGrath, Constance T. 



 
  
Donor List 
If a donor name cannot be found on the Donor list, enter it Last, First M., or in the case  
of titles (Brother, Father, etc.) enter the name in direct order.  
Periodically, the Donor list must be updated and new names entered. Because the list is 
housed on the library web page, this must be done by the webmaster after Cataloging 
has provided her with the new list.    
Considerations 
This policy was implemented to allow donor's gifts to be tracked.  This allows Geisel to  
provide donors with a bibliography of items donated by them, or purchased with their 
donations, directly from III. This policy was formalized and implemented in Feburary of 
2002. 
 
Loeb Classical Library 
  
History 
The Loeb Classical Library (LCL) had a local classification schema of PA3612 + Author  
for years. Over time the local cuttering of the author's name did not result in an  
alphabetic sequence. In Jan. 2004, the inadequacies of this local classification was 
discussed: 
  
1. Should LCL be reclassed as a serial? NO, because the works wouldn't be shelved in  
sets—they aren't published in order. For example, all of Aristotle's works would  
not sit together on the shelf. 
2. Should the titles be reclassed by subject? NO because there are over 340 titles and  
the task would only benefit a few cases. 
  
The decision was made to keep the local schema, but improve upon it. The call number  
was modified to include cutter for title and a date of publication was added. The call  
number was configured: PA3612 + cutter for AUTHOR + cutter for TITLE + DATE. The 
few authors out of alpha sequence as of 2004 were recuttered. 
  
New Policy for Classification of LCL 
In Jan. 2006, however, we realized that by cuttering using the English title and not the  
uniform title, works of the same title were not being shelved together. It was determined  
that all titles are to be cuttered using the uniform title so that in the future all  
manifestations of the work will reside together. Now, the call number is configured: 
  
PA3612 + cutter for AUTHOR + cutter for UNIFORM TITLE + add DATE. 
  
A reclassification project is planned for a future date, as yet undetermined, but 
catalogers MAY reclass the various manifestations of a uniform title as new items are 
received AND time permits. 
 
CCD Policy 

http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/donorlist.html


 
Collaborative Collection Development (CCD) Policy 
 
The Interlibrary Loan Department will identify and purchase books appropriate for the  
Geisel Library collection using a collection profile and acquisition procedures  
established by the Collection Development Department.  
 
Collection Profile/Policy 
1. All subject areas appropriate to the curriculum will be considered for CCD acquisition.   
   When in doubt, check with the ILL Reference Librarian. 
2. Student requests will generally be considered for CCD. Faculty/Staff requests should  
   (for expediency) be requested through ILL, with a copy forwarded to the  
   Collection Librarian for purchase consideration.   
3. All books must have a copyright date within the last five years.  
4. Books must be in English. 
5. Delivery must be within 7 days.  
6. Hardcover is first choice; paperback when price differential is more than 50%, or  
   if it is the only form available. 
7. Maximum cost is $75.00. Books that are over this amount require clearance by ILL   
   Reference librarian or Collection Development librarian. 
8. CCD will not be initiated when the ILL Technician is absent from work. 
 
CCD Procedure 
Note: Funds for CCD will be allocated by the Collection Development librarian, and  
will be charged to budget line item 6632 (amount TBE annually). ILL will receive a  
periodic report indicating activity, however the CD librarian will determine if  
additional funds should be added. 
Exception: Alibris books charged to IFM (see below) 
 
 
1. ILL Department will : 

• Order from Amazon.com books that have met the collection profile. 
• Upon Amazon email confirmation, ILL staff will email a copy to the Acquisitions 

Manager on the day of purchase, including the appropriate ISBN and patron 
information for the ordered book.    

• A copy of the Amazon email will be printed and kept on record in the ILL office. 
• Enter ILL request information into CLIO System. 
• Complete the Clio ILL record for this request at the time of purchase. 
• Email the patron a notice that this item has been purchased for the Geisel Library 

collection as a rush and within a week they should receive a notice from the 
library that the book is available for pick-up at the Circulation Desk. 

• CC the above patron email to the Circulation Assistant 
2 . The Acquisitions Manager will enter order records into the III system within one 
 working day of receipt of the email order.  The Acquisitions Manager will place a 
 “hold” on the item for the patron. 
 



3. Books will be received from Amazon addressed to Geisel ILL, identifying them as 
 high-priority items.  The Acquisitions Manager or the Acquisitions Assistant will, 
 within one working day: 
 

• Open boxes 
• Input received information into the III system.  The public access record will read: 

“1 copy being processed for General Collection”  
• End-process book [stamp, bug, barcode]. 
• Give the book to Cataloging as RUSH. 
• Send billing information to the Assistant to the Librarian. 

 
4. Upon receipt of books, Cataloging will: 
 

• RUSH catalog the book. 
• Flag the book as CCD 
• Give the book to Circulation staff to be placed on the “hold” shelf. 

 
5. Circulation Assistant will: 

 
•  Email patron of immediate availability. 
•  Place hold in the system for the patron. 
•  Change status in item record to "!" (hold shelf) 
•  Check book out to the  patron in the III system when patron comes to pick 

 it up. 
•  Desensitize the book. 

 
6. When the book is returned by the patron, Circulation staff will: 
 

•  Check-in, resensitize, and shelf the book. 
 

Procedure for Alibris books 
 
These are books which bypass Acquisitions because they are billed directly to ILL from 
Alibris through OCLC's IFM. 
 

• Books purchased through Alibris must meet the same criteria as Amazon 
purchases. 

• ILL will include the Alibris symbol in the regular lending string in OCLC. 
• When Alibris responds with a conditional with the price, ILL will send the book 

information along with the price to Cataloging. 
• Upon receipt of the book, ILL will update the Clio and OCLC records for this 

request. 
• Alibris books will go directly to Cataloging. 
• Cataloging will add a |n note to the item record reading: 

"CCD book acquired through Alibris." 



• Cataloging will continue with number 4 above. 
 

      elh/7-04; 
       rev. seg 10-07; 
       Revised 3/6/08 
  
 
 
SPECIAL TASKS IN CATALOGING 
 
Backing Up III UNDER REVISION by JLD 
 
Every year or six months, it's a good idea to back up III, should the system ever go  
down. The easiest way to store this information is into an Access database that will  
then let staff sort all this information by any field they wish. Lists can also be  
analyzed out from the database into document form for easier access. However, 
creating files this large can present some problems, and so this will have to be done in 
pieces.  
 
First, you need to run files to capture all the records in III. Choose the largest available  
file (60,000) and run a search record number is not equal to nothing. You will need to 
run this search at least 3 times. If you don't have enough large files available, you will 
need to run the pieces one at a time.*** Very important, QVT Term needs to be set to 
emulate V100 terminal. This will prevent diacritics from coming through in your exported 
file.  
 
Once the files have been run, you need to get them out of III where you can get at  
them. To do this (from the Lists menu):  
U >   Output USER-selected format  
C >   CREATE a new file for output  
Pick fields just as you would for listing, for this list, use:  
t for title  
a for author  
o for OCLC #  
c for Call Number (BIBLIO)  
3 for Location  
 
Next screen:  
RECORD FORMAT  
1 > Field Delimiter.................. $  
2 > Text Qualifier................... "  
3 > Repeated Field Delimiter......... ;  
4 > Maximum Field Length............. none  
 
You will want your field delimiter to be something unique, so choose: 
1 > Field Delimiter  



2 > ASCII character change it to an "%", then  
2 > Text Qualifier  
3 > None  
4 > Maximum Field Length  change to "200", then  
C > CREATE a new file for output  
Next you will see:  
File creation in progress ....  
File creation completed!  
Output the file now? (y/n) YES 
  
Next Screen:  
1 > XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX  
2 > XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX  
3 > XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX  
 
Key a number or  
Q > QUIT     E > ENTER a host    D >DELETE a host  
At this point you will have to start up QVT/Net FTP Server to receive the file you are  
about to output. 
  
Next Screen:  
FILE TRANSFER SOFTWARE  
Opening host  
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX  
Username: XXXXXXX  
Password: .......  
 
Next Screen:  
Put File At Remote Site   [bin][PROMPT]  
LOCAL  
Action      Size        File Name  
1 >           204        Isbntest.out  
2 >           5357944   catback1.out  
PUT  
3 >           5401212   catback2.out  
4 >           61834    ords.out  
 
Key a number or  
Q > QUIT       T > TRANSFER files       P >> PROMPT  
D > DISPLAY remote       M > MODE change  
Choose one (1-4,Q,D,T,M,P)  
T to Transfer.  
You can change the name of the file at this point if you want, you can also specify  
the file extension .txt, etc., which can make life simpler when you go to open the file:  
Enter name of remote file  
CB3.out ==> CB3.txt  



 
Wait a few seconds, and you will get a message box confirming the transfer:  
MESSAGE BOX  
200 PORT command successful.  
150 Binary connection for catback2.out  
(XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX,XXXX)  
226 Transfer complete.  
5401212 bytes sent in 28 seconds (1.9e+02 Kbytes/s)  
   
C > CONTINUE               S > STOP transfer  
Choose one (C,S)      C to continue  
 
Creating an Access Table  
Next step is to get these files into Access. To do this, go into the share folder in the  
C drive and open the files you've just created. Don't check the "always open this type of  
file with this application" box, in case you like some other format better. At this point,  
you may also want to do a find and replace in your word program to get rid of messy  
characters that III uses for diacritics. Cleaning this up once the information is in Access  
is much slower.  
 
You will have a very very long file. A very important trick here is to go to the end of  
the first line and hit return  
after "LOCATION", for expample, 
  
title%author%OCLC #%CALL #%LOCATION  
"Contemporary fiction in America and England, 1950 . . .  
 
This way, Access will be able to read the document. God knows why this works, but  
it does. Do this to all your exported files.  
 
1. Now, open your Access database.  
2. Under the file menu, choose Get External Data, Import . . .  
3. Be sure that Files of Type has Text Files selected, or your files won't show up.  
4. Navigate to find your files.  
5. Select the first file, and click the Import button.  
6. Check the box for Delimited (click next)  
7. Check box for Other and type in "$" (click next)  
8. Check box for In New Table, type in a name now (click next)  
9. Name all 5 fields (click next)  
10. Check box for  No Primary Key (click next)  
11. Give your new table a name (click Finish).  
 
You will probably get an error message—this is actually okay. Check the Import Error  
file to be sure you didn't lose anything too important. Close the tables. To add your other  
files, repeat steps 2 through 7. At step 8, check the box for Existing table, and select  
your table. This will skip you to step 11 (click Finish).  



 
Making User Friendly Backups  
Currently there are ten queries written in the catback database. Every time the catback  
file is rerun, these queries will need to be modified so that they point at the new table  
with the new catback data. For the time being, publish out word documents for each of  
these ten queries (sort them alphabetically, first). Save them as HTML for easier 
viewing.  
These files, plus the Access database itself, will now need to be burned to a CD for 
backup should the system go down.  
 
Considerations:  
Having this back up will allow us to tell our patrons what items we own, should the  
system go down temporarily. It is not, however, a true "back up" of our system.  
 
CONTINUOUS RECORD  EDITING 
 
In order to keep our catalog as accurate and up-to-date as possible, every cataloger 
must constantly check any record retrieved for incomplete or inaccurate information. It 
would be impossible to upgrade every record in to the latest standards systematically, 
but it is possible to, for example, fix Encoding Level 8 (CIP) records by filling in the 300 
field and deleting the 263.  
Another quick fix is to add a subfield b to old classification numbers that lack them. This 
makes the call number display better in the OPAC. 
You may find, particularly with books cataloged during the conversion project, that the 
OCLC record that was imported is incorrect for the book it was used for.  In such cases, 
delete our holdings from the incorrect record and re-catalog the book. 
Previous versions of our system were unable to index uniform titles properly.  Because 
of that, you will see 246 and 740 fields that obviously should be 240s.  Please fix them.  
Also, any record that contains a note "Translation of…" should have a w 240 field with 
the original title followed by $l English (if that is language of the translation) 
 
Other means of improving the quality of the catalog are below. 
 
 
Bib Notes & 505 Notes 
 
The library participates in OCLC's Bibliographic Record Notification Service, a service  
that delivers notice of upgrades to OCLC-MARC records in the library's database. The  
service includes notification of records with changes to the table of contects, upgraded  
records by format, encoding level, or publication date, and records to which 856 fields  
are added. 
 
Policy: 
Cataloger discretion is a critical part of enhancing our catalog with BibNotes.  We want 
any information added to be useful to our patrons.  Adding information for just because 
it's available can clutter up the record and make the useful fields harder to see. 



 
We receive Bibliographic Notification for  

• Increase in Encoding Level 
• Addition of 505 field or change indicator in 505 
• Addition or change to 856 fields 

 
If the Encoding Level has been improved, our old record should be overlaid.  
 Before overlaying, check that the call numbers are the same. Our call number  
  will be lost in the overlaying process.  
 When overlaying records, change the BCode3 to "e" UNLESS it is a standing 
  order. 
 
When adding 505 fields: 
 Use AACR2 format REGARDLESS of the standard used in the OCLC record  
 Do not add partial or incomplete contents notes from Bib Notes 
 Do not add complete contents notes that duplicate other fields 
 Do not add complete contents notes when they list a span of letters or dates, as  
  in a set of encyclopedias or yearbooks 
 Do not add a 505 if it contradicts our 300 field (e.g., single vol. in 300, multi-vol.  
  in 505) 
 IF IN DOUBT, LEAVE THEM OUT 
 
If the 505 is unenhanced (indicators 0, blank) the most efficient way to bring in the note 
 is to cut and paste. 
If the 505 is enhanced (indicators, 0, 0) the record must be overlaid to avoid excessive 
 editing to comply with Triple-I's subfield delimiters and spacing requirements. 
 Before overlaying, check that the call numbers are the same. Our call number  
  will be lost in the overlaying process.  
 When overlaying records, change the BCode3 to "e" UNLESS it is a standing 
  order. 
 
 
Below is a list of commonly seen 856 fields and policies for their treatment.  
 1. LC Table of contents  
 2. Publisher's description 
 3. Sample text 
 4. Book reviews (H-Net, etc.) 
 5. LC author information 
 6. Links to full text  
 
When dealing with 856 fields, keep in mind that all links are potentially ephemeral.  If 
the information contained at the linked-to site is that important to our users, we are 
better off with it included in the catalog record if at all possible. 
 
1. TOC notes: These are more valuable to users if the content is in a 505 field rather 
 than a link.  Converting them to a 505 involves pasting into a Word document 



 and considerable editing for capitalization and punctuation.  Sometimes it can't 
 be done without the book in hand. BUT IT IS WORTH DOING TO HELP OUR  
 USERS! 
 The 856 may be left in if the TOC is extremely long.  If the TOC has main  
 headings and subheadings and the 856 contents include both, you may create a 
 505 that includes only the main headings, and leave the 856 link, changing the |3 
 to read "Detailed table of contents." 
2. Publisher's description: More useful to users if pasted into a 520 rather than a link, 
 but often need editing.  Often the wording is biased, and the p.d. may be 
 excessively long.  If used, end the note with "--From publisher's description."  
 Cataloger's may use their judgment regarding the usefulness of adding 520, but 
 should weigh it against deleting the link, rather than leaving the link in.   
 Preference is to import the information and delete the link. 
3. Sample text: DELETE 
4. Book reviews (H-Net, etc.): If the review is scholarly in nature and judged to be  
 valuable, this link may remain in the record.  Contents of reviews are copyrighted 
 and can't be brought into the bib. 
5. LC author information: Not usually useful, but on rare occasions can provide 
 important insight into the author's viewpoint, motivation, or expertise on the 
 subject of the book.  Otherwise DELETE. 
6. Links to full text.  Leave in UNLESS the link is to a restricted site that we don't 
 subscribe to. 
 
This decision may be revised as conditions and patron needs change, and may be  
revisited at any time.  
 
Procedures: 
The OCLC Bib Note file is updated every day except Sunday.  The library receives  
notification of records (with our holdings attached) that have been updated, had  
changes made to the 856 fields, or had a 505 field added. The number of bibliographic  
records involved each day ranges from 2 or 3 to 150 or more. 
 
Using these daily lists of bib notes, update the bib records in the III database. For  
new or changed 856 fields, it is a simple matter of keying in the OCLC number in III,  
and adding/updating the 856 field. 
 
Put your initials in the 945 field, with "bib" to indicate that you have added the bib note.  
Please proofread the contents of the 505 field for typos. 
 
Enhancing bibliographic records with 505 notes: 
Reference librarians and others will select titles in the Geisel Library collection that  
need to be "enhanced" with a table of contents (505) note. They will print out the Milcat  
record and leave it in a folder at the Reference Desk. These requests are divided into 
those with a 505 in OCLC and those that need to be keyed in manually.   
 



NOTE: It is incumbent upon the Reference librarians to choose titles that can be 
enhanced with a reasonable amount of effort, and whose enhancement will be 
worthwhile to users.  If there are more than 30 entries in a table of contents, do not add 
a 505.  Notate the printout "TOC too large" and return it to the librarian whose initials 
are on it.  They should also not choose books whose contents may be out-of-date or in 
poor condition. They should not select fiction for enhancement.  Catalogers will not add 
520 summary notes for this project. 
 
Once the 505 is input, initial the printout and return it to Reference for proofreading. 
Keep a count of the number of 505s added and note it on the statistics sheet in the 
folder.  
 
Create Lists by Call Number 
 
Running Lists in III by call number 
This section explains how to create lists for books within call number ranges.  When  
the "Create Lists" function is used on a system with more than one indexing scheme 
(such as Geisel Library), it formats the search keyed as though the indexing of call 
numbers was "character-by-character." This means that call numbers will not be 
retrieved unless the search that you enter is formatted in the same way that the call 
numbers are stored in the index. For example, the call number "HG65.G62," indexed 
using Library of Congress formatting rules, is actually stored as:  
 
hg   65 g62 (i.e., hg65g62)  
 
If your library uses more than one indexing scheme, you can still perform call number  
searches successfully, but you must key the call numbers so they match the way they  
are stored in the index, rather than matching the way they appear in the call number  
field. 
 
To search for bibliographic records within a call number range, you create a list using  
the two numbers. For example, to create a list of all bibliographic records in the call  
number range of hg1 to hg 100, you request the system to search for: 
 
CALL # between  hg    1 & hg  100  
 
Because of the way the call numbers are stored in the index, spaces are required.  
Note that the spaces have been entered in the call numbers:  
 
hg<space><space><space><space>1   and  hg<space><space>100  
 
If you are unsure as to how a particular call number field is indexed on your system,  
use the INNOPAC search program to do a call number search that retieves a browse  
screen. The format of the call number as it is displayed in the browse screen is how  
the field is actually indexed. For additional examples of creating lists using call  
numbers, see  New Book Lists (below). 



 
New Book Display 
 
Items for the New Book Display shelves are selected by the Collection Development  
librarian and are flagged by acquisitions before they arrive at Cataloging. 
 
Cataloging staff: 
Cataloging will handle these books slightly differently from regular new books: 
Dust jackets are retained during cataloging and processing.  When the book has been  
cataloged and physically processed, the jacket is put back on the book, along with  
the "New Book" flag, and these books are taken to Circulation. There is a special  
shelf above the student worker desk for these new books. 
 
Circulation staff: 
The Circulation Assistant will change the status of these books from "-" to "*" and keep  
the yellow flag in the books to make it easier to identify them if they are removed from  
the New Book Display shelves. At this point, the books are moved to the Circulation 
Desk area and shelved above the Reserve Article shelves. 
 
There is room on the shelves for 16 books at any one time. Circulation staff will keep  
the shelves filled, and will remove them from the shelves after a month. When a patron  
wishes to borrow a New Book, Circulation staff clears the item status, and charges the  
book as any other book. If the book does not circulate while on the New Book Display  
shelves, the Circulation Assistant changes the status to"-" before the books are  
re-shelved in the general collection. 
 
Circulation will fill the New Book Display shelves as needed. Cataloging might be asked  
to run a list of items with status=* to help Circulation inventory the books, but other- 
wise is not involved with the New Book Display operation. 
 
New Book Lists 
 
New book lists are to be created and added to the library’s webpage at the beginning  
of each month (containing the titles cataloged in the previous month). The library  
will archive the months’ lists for future use. The new books are listed in several  
lists by type of material/location; each list is arranged by class number. 
 
New Reference Materials / Electronic Materials (Save as: REF) 
New Audio-Visual Materials   (AV) 
New Government Documents   (GOV)  
 
The new books in the general collection are divided into the following subject area;  
each list is arranged by class number. 
 
Religion, Philosophy, and Theology   (Save as: REL) 
History     (HIST) 



Math, Science, and Technology  (MATH) 
Classics     (CLASS) 
Economics and Business   (ECON) 
Sociology and Psychology  (SOC) 
Education    (ED) 
English and Literature   (ENG) 
Modern Languages   (MODLANG) 
Fine Arts and Music   (ARTS) 
Medicine and Nursing   (MED) 
Criminal Justice, Politics, and Law  (CRIM) 
General Works    (GEN) 
 
Procedures: 
•Create list by cataloged date (within month), eliminating re-cataloged works   
 07 (bcode3) ~ e (recat.) 
 
•Sort by call number. 
 
Subject Lists: 
 
•List by OCLC number [o], Title [t], Imprint [p], Call number [c]                             
•”Limit listing to a particular subset of records?”  Yes 
•Call # between     xxxx and xxxx  (see below for each subject area) 
 Omit gov docs from all lists except GOV whose call nos. coincide with GPO 
  class nos. 
 Omit Videos from Eng. Lit. list 

 Start list [s] 
LIST DATA FROM REVIEW FILE: LIST FORMAT 
#3 Print field labels for variable length fields? Yes 
#8 Print title in all uppercase? Change setting to no? Yes 
 
S  Start print 
 
Select #5 Email 
  
•Email… Copy/paste into Notebook (plain text) for editing. 
•Remove diacritics. (Find { and delete) 
•Headings – Find and Replace: 
 
 Find1:    /  NOTE: for gov docs only, precede and follow the 
 Replace:  </a>   slash with spaces 
 
 Find2:  OCLC # =  
 Replace with:  <a href=”http://library.anselm.edu/search/o?SEARCH= 
 
 Find3:  TITLE =  [space at end] 



 Replace:  “> 
 
 Find4:  IMPRINT =  [space at end] 
 Replace:[blank]    
 
 Find:  CALL # = [space at end] 
 Replace:   
 
Record prior to replacements: 
 
OCLC # = 68786739.  
TITLE = The authentic Adam Smith : his life and ideas / James Buchan.  
IMPRINT = New York, N.Y. : Atlas Books : W.W. Norton, 2006.  
CALL # = HB103.S6 B83 2006 
 
Record after replacements 
 
<a href="http://library.anselm.edu/search/o?SEARCH=36187630. 
">The general theory of employment, interest, and money</a>John Maynard Keynes. 
Amherst, N.Y. : Prometheus Books, 1997.  
HB99.7 .K378 1997.  
 
PROOFREAD THE FINAL VERSION.   
Problems often occur with the “ / “ step.  If there is no author, or if the cataloging is pre-
AACR2, the </a>must be pasted into the txt file after the end of the title.  
Also, scan for titles that don't belong in a list. The formulas should eliminate them, but 
occasionally a government document or film may slip in where it doesn't belong. 
Note:  spaces, punctuation, and capitalization are critically important for this to work  
(^=blank space) 
 
•Add:   <pre>      at top and </pre>    at bottom 
•Label the list by Date and Subject 
•Edit as necessary and save as [subj.yr.mo.].htm  Example: Rel0801.htm 
•Copy to Acquisitions List in M Drive. 
 
Formulas for subject lists:     
(Note: ^=space)   
Religion, philosophy, theology:  
  call # between   b^^^^1 & bd^9999 or bh^^^^1 &  bx^9999 
Key strokes are:  c [call number] w [between] b [space space space space] 1 enter o 
  [displays as &] bd [space] 9999 enter  o [or] 
  c  w  bh [space space space space] 1 enter bx [space] 9999 
  enter S 
  
History:   
 07 ~ g [eliminates gov.docs) and  

http://library.anselm.edu/search/o?SEARCH=36187630


 c w c^^^^1 enter g 9999   enter o 
 c w u^^^^1 enter vm^9999 enter S 
 
Math, science, and tech.:  
 c w gb^^^^1 enter ge^9999 enter o 
 c w q^^^^1 enter qr^9999   enter o  
 07 ~ g  and cw s^^^^1 enter tp^9999   enter o  
 c w  ts^^^^1 enter ts^9999   enter o  
 c w  tx^^^^1 enter tx^9999 enter S 
  
Classics: 
 c w  pa^^^^1 enter pa^9999 enter S 
  
Economics and business: 
 07 ~ g  and c w h^^^^1 enter hj^9999 enter S 
  
Sociology and psychology: 
 c w bf^^^^1 enter bf^9999   enter o 
 07 ~ g  and c w  gf^^^^1 enter gv^9999   enter o  
 c w  hm^^^^1 enter hv^5999  enter o  
 c w  hx^^^^1enter hx^9999 enter S 
  
Education: 
 07 ~ g  and c w   l^^^^1 enter lt^9999 enter S  
 
English Literature and Language (General): 
 c w    pe^^^^1 enter pe^9999  enter o 
 03 ~ video [eliminates general videos with call #s PN…] and 
 c w  pn^^^^1 enter pn^9999  enter o 
 07 ~ g  and c w  pr^^^^1 enter ps^9999 enter S 
  
Modern languages and literature: 
 c w  p^^^^1 enter p^1091 enter o 
 c w  pb^^^^1 enter pd^9999   enter o  
 07 ~ g  and c w  pf^^^^1 enter pm^9999   enter o  
 c w  pq^^^^1enter pq^9999   enter o  
 c w  pt^^^^1 enter pt^9999 enter S 
  
Fine arts: 
 07 ~ g  and c w   m^^^^1 enter nx^9999  enter o 
 c w   tr^^^^1 enter tr^9999   enter o 
 c w   tt^^^^1 enter tt^9999 enter S 
  
Medicine and nursing: 
 c w   r^^^^1 enter rz^9999 enter S 
  



Criminal justice, politics and law: 
 c w   hv^6000 enter hv 9999   enter o 
 07 ~g and c w   j^^^^1 enter kkz^9999 enter S 
  
General works: 
 07 ~ g  and c w   a^^^^1 & az^9999   enter o 
 c w  z^^^^1 enter za^9999 enter S 
 
Reference/Web: 
 03 = Ref o 03=Atlas o 03=Web enter S 
 
AV: 
 03 = krntz o 03 = video enter S 
 
GovDocs: 
 03= govt o 03= nhdoc  enter S 
 
 
•Find and Replace Headings as in subject lists; remove diacritics.  
•Edit as necessary, and save, etc. 
•Save in Notebook (.txt file) using subj.yr.mo. as file name. (Example: Ref0812) 
•Save as .htm file.  Close and reopen from "Recent documents" to check formatting. 
•Copy these lists to the M drive (Acquisition Lists file) and alert the webmaster to  
have them mounted on the server.  
 
URL checker   being revised  
 
Running the URL Checker for III 
Geisel Library uses the Automatic URL Checker which is set up to run a verification  
of the database each month.  By default, the verification occurs on the first day  
of each month at 2:30 AM, but this time may be changed by contacting Innovative. 
 
Reviewing the URL Checker Report  
After the URL checker has run, the system will display a report that shows what errors  
were found in the URLs. 
 
URL Verification Report – URL problems (date) 
 
Results summarizes the number of problems in each type of error.  For example:    
50: Moved Permanently (301)   means 50 records contain URLs that have moved  
permanently. 
 
The types of errors are:  
Moved permanently (301),  Forbidden (403),  Malformed URL (-2), Timeout (-6),  
Moved temporarily (302), Not found (404), No URL (-23), Host unreachable (-5),  
and a few others.   



 
For statistical purposes, print out this report page. Deselect Moved temporarily (302)  
and Host unreachable (-5) before printing out the report. Deselect an error type by  
removing the check mark in the checkbox next to the error type. Print out the problem  
URLs (by bibliographic numbers) and review the bib records. 
 
Periodic URL Checker 
The library may run a URL verification at any time by selecting the V > VERIFY  
Universal Resource Locators option from the WEB ACCESS MANAGEMENT menu 
 [E >ALTER system parameters, from A> ADDITIONAL system functions]: 
 
*** WEB ACCESS MANAGEMENT *** 
W > Change WEB Access Management table 
V > VERIFY Universal Resource Locators (URLs) 
Q > QUIT 
Choose one (W,V,Q) 
 
When this option is selected, the system asks whether a range of Bibliographic  
records or a set of records in a pre-existing review file are to be checked: 
 
----- URL Verification -----  
R > To enter a RANGE of Record Numbers 
B > To use a BOOLEAN search review FILE 
Q > QUIT 
Choose one (R,B,Q) 
 
When the system has finished verifying all the records, if there are any errors found,  
it displays a report like that shown above. 
 
The system also writes any problems encountered while attempting to verify each  
URL to a system-generated review file. This file may be accessed using the Create  
LISTS of records function by creating a new review file and selecting Copy an  
existing file from the presented menu. At the end of the list of existing files  
are the system-generated review files, as shown below: 
 
NAME CUR RECS MAX RECS 
41 > Purchase Orders already printed 47 
42 > Purchase Orders already sent electronically 361 
43 > CLAIMS for orders to be reviewed 23 
44 > CLAIMS for orders awaiting print 340 
45 > CLAIMS for serial issues awaiting print 27 
46 > URL Problems 143 
 
Select file to copy FROM : (Z for your own file) 
B > BACKWARD 
Q > QUIT 



Choose one (1-46,B,Q) 
 
Select the URL Problems item to copy the list of verification errors to your new review  
file, where they may be displayed, printed, or manipulated using the options available  
in the LIST RECORDS function. 
 
If the library has acquired the Innovative Cataloging Workstation for Windows, the new  
review file that you created here may be loaded and editing in interactive mode using  
the View Review File option in the Cataloging Workstation menu. See the separate  
documentation of the Cataloging Workstation for Windows for more information on 
using this option to edit records in a review file. 
 
Physical Processing of Materials 
 
For general instructions on processing, see Technical Services Physical Processing 
Manual for Students 
 

Compact discs: 
• Print the following labels as required: 
  1 for spine 
  1 for booklet 
  1 for front cover if booklet doesn't show (put inside front cover, not on  
   jewel box!) 
  1 for box if discs are packaged that way 
• Spine label is put at the bottom of the case 
• Booklet/front cover label is placed in the lower left corner as long as that 

doesn't cover critical information.  Otherwise, put it as close to that position as 
possible, keeping to the left side of the booklet/cover 

• If discs are in separate jewel cases, label each case as v.1, v.2, etc.  On rare 
occasions, there may be a set of CDs that has separately packaged discs 
within separate volumes. On such occasions, the cases will be labeled v.1 d.1, 

 v.1 d.2, v.2 d.1, v.2 d.2, etc. 
• Call numbers are also written on each disc. If there is more than one disc in a 

case, write d.1, d.2, etc. below the call number. 
• The call number label for the booklet should have "book" at the bottom. 
• Stamp the booklet with "Geisel Library" (small stamp) 
• The following tasks are done by Acquisitions: 
 Bugging (on each disc) 
 Barcoding (on paper insert inside back cover of case) 
 Geisel library hub sticker (on each disc) 
 Date stamp 
 

Video Processing: 
Single Videocassettes:  
•Print three (3) labels. Put one label on cassette surface; one label on each spine  
of the cassette jacket.  

http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/Studentmanual.doc
http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/Studentmanual.doc


•Adhere an orange “DO NOT EXPOSE…” sticker to the front of  cassette jacket. 
•Inscribe “Saint Anselm College” on cassette, above the video label (use white grease  
pencil). 
•Inscribe “Geisel Library” on cassette, below the video label. 
•Place cassette in sleeve, place sleeve in plastic case. 
 
Double Videocassettes: 
•Process as above except print an extra label for each cassette and cut cassette 
sleeve to fit into a double plastic case. 
 
DVDs:  
Pre-processing (Acquisitions): 
•Attach double security strip to the one-sided DVDs. 
•Attach “donut” type labels, preprinted with “Saint Anselm College” on disc OR    
 Write "Geisel Library" around the center hole. 
•Two-sided DVDs will be tattle-taped on the container. 
 Barcode the inside of  the case, covering the barcode with tape so that it stays on 
 Date-stamp a label and apply it to the inside of the case, covering it with tape also 

End processing: 
•Print two-three labels. Put one on bottom-left front, the other inside-left front of  the 
case.  If there is a booklet or track listing, label it also.   
 Stamp the booklet with the small Geisel stamp 

NOTE: Add Message to item record:    “Staff Alert: sensitize/desensitize case;  
double-sided DVD” 
•Add Note to item record:  “Double-sided DVD” 
•Write call number on single-sided discs, using indelible black pen.       
 
 
III Information    
 
    
Bcode3 
  
- = normal display 
a    = paid SO analytic 
b    = free SO analytic 
c    = needs conservation (on shelves) 
d    = delete 
e    = export, recataloged 
f     = free SO, suppressed, classed together, not analyzed 
g    = government document 
h    = paid SO, unsuppressed, classed together, analyzed 
i     = free SO, unsuppressed, classed together, analyzed 



j     = john 
k    = NH state documents 
l     = john 
m   = 
n    = suppressed record 
•    =order record, suppressed 
p    = project (microform) 
q    = former '98 p's  
r     = reserves 
s     = paid SO, unsuppressed, classed together, not analyzed 
t     = temporary record 
u    =  
v    =  
w   = Wright American fiction 
x    = paid SO, suppressed, classed separately, analyzed 
y    = 
z    = free SO, suppressed, classed separately, analyzed 
   
III & OCLC Field Names 

Monographs 
III 
01  REC STAT 
02  MAT TYPE 
03  BIB LEVL 
04  ENC LEVL 
05 CAT FORM 
06  ARC CTRL 
07  Date Ent 
08  Dat Type 
09  Date One 
10  Date Two 
11  Country 
12  Illustr1 
13  Illustr2 
14  Illustr3 
15  Illustr4 
16  Audience 
17  FormItem 
18  Content1 

Monographs 
OCLC 
01  Rec stat 
02  Type 
03  Blvl 
04  ELvl 
05  Desc 
06  Ctrl 
07  Entered 
08  DtSt 
09  Dates 
10  Dates 
11  Ctry 
12  Ills 
13  Ills 
14  Ills 
15  Ills 
16  Audn 
17  Form 
18  Cont 

Serials III 
01  REC STAT
02  MAT TYPE
03  BIB LEVL 
04  ENC LEVL 
05 CAT FORM
06  ARC CTRL
07  Date Ent 
08  Pub Stat 
09  Date One 
10  Date Two 
11  Country 
12  Freq 
13  Regular 
14  ISSN Ctr 
15  Ser Tyoe 
16  FormOrig 
17  FormItem 
18  NatCntWk 
19  Content1 

Serials OCLC 
01  Rec stat 
02  Type 
03  Blvl 
04  ELvl 
05  Desc 
06  Ctrl 
07  Entered 
08  DtSt 
09  Dates 
10  Dates 
11  Ctry 
12  Freq 
13  Regl 
14  ISSN 
15  SrTp 
16  Orig 
17  Form 
18  EntW 
19  Cont 



19  Content2 
20  Content3 
21  Content4 
22  Govt Pub 
23  Conf Pub 
24  Festsch 
25  Index 
26  Undefine 
27  Lit Form 
28  Biog 
29  Language 
30  Modified 
31  Cat Srce 
  

19  Cont 
20  Cont 
21  Cont 
22  GPub 
23  Conf 
24  Fest 
25  Indx 
26  ---- 
27  LitF 
28  Biog 
29  Lang 
30  MRec 
31  Srce 

20  Content2  
21  Content3 
22  Govt Pub 
23  Conf Pub 
24  Undefine 
25  OrigAlph 
26  S/L Entr 
27  Language 
28  Modified 
29  Cat Srce 
 

20  Cont 
21  Cont 
22  GPub 
23  Conf 
24  ---- 
25  Alph 
26  S/L 
27  Lang 
28  MRec 
29  Srce 

III Diacritics 
 
Diacritics in Milcat are chosen from the Tools: Character Map pull-down 
menu. Most European diacritics can be found in the Marc-8 Plus table 
or the Latin tables. 
 
The older III product used a diacritic encoding which required a three-
digit code within brackets to be inserted before the character that 
needed to be altered. See 
INNOPAC Diacritics and Special Characters Table 
 
  
Location Codes 
 
Excel table on M drive: M:\Cataloging\Rev. Location codes My24.xls 

 
 
CATALOGING RESOURCES 
General 
 
Anglo-American Cataloguing        
Rules, 2nd ed., rev. (AACR2) 
OCLC Bibliographic Formats and 
Standards  

 
 
Library of Congress 
Library of Congress Online Catalog 
Acquisitions and Bibliographic 
Access Directorate 

http://www.anselm.edu/library/TSManual/IIIdiacritics.pdf
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/default.htm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/default.htm
http://catalog.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/


Library of Congress Rule 
Interpretations 
Library of Congress Cataloging 
Service Bulletin 
LC Subject Cataloging Manual: 
Subject Headings 
List of Classes (GPO) 
LC Subject Headings (5 volume 
set) (accessed through 
Classification Web) 
LC Classification Schedules 
(accessed through Classification 
Web) 
ALA-LC Romanization Tables 
 
Listserves 
Autocat Archives 
Autocat (Cataloging list) 
OCLC-Cat (OCLC list) 
DocTech-L (GPO list) 
Innopac (III list) 
 
OCLC 
Documentation 
System Alerts 
Bibliographic Formats and 
Standards 
Index of Forms  
Technical Bulletins 
Records and Reports 
 

Cataloging Policy & Support Office 
Library of Congress Weekly Subject 
Lists  
MARC21 Standards 
Classification Web 
MARC Country Codes 
MARC Language Codes 
MARC Relator Codes  
 
 
Millennium (III) 
Manual Login 
IUG Listserv Archives 
 
General–Other  
FDLP Desktop 
PCC-BIBCO Core Report 
CONSER 
CONSER Editing Guide (1994) 
GSAFD Genre Terms 
 

Authority 
OCLC Authorities User Guide 
SACO Name vs. Subject file (MARC21 authority) 
 
Bibliographic 
 
Bibliographic Formats and Standards 
MARC21 Standards 

http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fdlp/pubs/classman/index.html
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html
http://listserv.syr.edu/archives/autocat.html
https://www3.oclc.org/documentation/
http://www.oclc.org/support/systemalerts/
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/default.htm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/default.htm
https://www3.oclc.org/forms/
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/technicalbulletins/default.htm
http://psw.oclc.org/frames.aspx
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/queries.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/weeklylists/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/weeklylists/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relaterm.html
http://www.library.anselm.edu/manual
http://innovativeusers.org/list/archives/
http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fdlp/index.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/bibco/coretudefinal.html
http://www.loc.gov/acq/conser/
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/edit7375.htm
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/public/gsafd/
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/worldcat/authorities/userguide/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/saco/alpha405.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/default.htm
http://www.loc.gov/marc/


Initial Articles to Omit 
 
Classification 
 
Library of Congress Cutter Tables 
Library of Congress Classification Outline 
Classification Web  
 
Subject Analysis 
 
MeSH 
LCSH Free-Floating Form Subdivisions (Not maintained after 2000. Use 
books)  
SACO Name vs. Subject file (MARC21 authority) 
Subdivision Authority Records 
Thesaurus for Graphic Materials 
Use of $v for Form Subdivisions 
 
Other Bibliographic Formats 
 
Integrating Resources Cataloging Workshop Manual (Nelinet) 
Cataloging Electronic Resources (OCLC) 
NUCMC 
Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books 
Music Cataloging at Yale 
Integrating Resources: A Cataloging Manual 
Multilingual Glossary for Art Librarians 
Authority Tools for Audiovisual and Music Catalogers 
Uniform Titles for Liturgical Works 
 

 
 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
 
945 Field –Staff initials for Bibliographic Creation / Editing 
Abbey 
Accompanying Materials 
Anselm Collection 
Archives 
Authority Control Policy 
Authority Control 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdapp-e.html
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/cutr0001.htm
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/lcco.html
http://classificationweb.net/Menu/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html
http://www.itcompany.com/inforetriever/form_subdivisions_list.htm
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/saco/alpha405.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/subdauth.html
http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/tgm1/
http://www.lib.usm.edu/%7Etechserv/cat/tools/formsubv.htm
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/worldcat/cataloging/electronicresources/default.htm
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/rare0170.htm
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/musicat.htm
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/bibco/irman.pdf
http://www.ifla.org/VII/s30/pub/mg1.htm
http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/units/cts/olac/capc/authtools.html
http://www.ifla.org/VI/3/pubs/unititles.htm


Backing Up III 
Bib Notes & 505 Notes 
Canon Law 
CATALOGING FOR DIFFERENT MATERIAL TYPES AND/OR COLLECTIONS 
CATALOGING POLICIES & STANDARDS 
CATALOGING RESOURCES 
CD-ROMs 
Classification Policy 
Classifications 
Clericate see Abbey 
Collaborative Collection Development (CCD) Policy 
Conferences, Classification numbers 
Continuous record editing 
Copy Cataloging 
Copy Cataloging Instructions 
Create Lists by Call Number 
Curriculum Materials 
Cuttering Uniform Titles 
Departmental Libraries 
Editing existing catalog records 
Enhancing bibliographic records with 505 notes: 
Faculty publications 
856 Field 
Gift Books 
Gift Materials 
Government Documents 
GPO Classification 
III Heading Reports 
III Information 
Importing Records Instructions 
Indexes 
JK 526 
Journal Finder 
Keefe Papers 
Krantz Music Collection 
Location codes chart 
Loeb Classical Library 
Maps 
Microforms 
Multiple Formats–Single Record 
Multiple ISSN 
Music 
New Book Display 
New Book Lists 
New England Collection 
New Hampshire Institute of Politics (NHIOP) 



New Hampshire State Documents 
Office Collections 
Original Cataloging 
Oversize Materials 
Periodicals 
Physical Processing of Materials 
Presidential Elections 
PZ Classification: Fiction and Juvenile Belles Lettres 
Rare Book Collection 
Reclassification policy 
Reclassification Notes: 
Record Creation 
Record Editing 
Reference 
Relator Codes 
Reproductions & Reprints 
Reserves 
Retrospective Authority Control: 
Reversed ISBN 
Running the URL Checker for III 
SPECIAL CATALOGING ISSUES 
Special Departmental Projects 
Special Purpose MARC Fields 
SPECIAL TASKS IN CATALOGING 
Standing Orders: Analytics vs. Series 
Student Honors Papers & Theses 
Subject Headings policy 
Video & DVD Classification 
Videos 
Web (Electronic) Resources 
Web pages and electronic resources (Classification) 
Z1200+ Bibliographies 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 


